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absTraCT

 Universally children are sent to attend school to
gain basic knowledge in most communities. In the United
States the standard is about 7 hours a day, 5 days a
week, for 13 years. These educational institutions that are
in place have a strong impact on the growth and development of 
young individuals.
 Many schools are historical or show strong elements that 
speak to the time they were built. These elements include 
architectural style, classroom size, amounts, and types, and systems 
within the building. As communities grow from the framework 
in which the school was originally constructed, there lies the 
opportunity to be more intentional with updates and redesign. 
To foster intellectual growth, those who attend need to have the 
ability to grow mentally and emotionally. Creating safe spaces for 
the youth aids the cultivation of skill sets needed for success and 
well-being. Moving forward, schools need to be places of relief 
and positive stimulation. Green building design, incorporating WELL 
building standards, using space psychology, connecting the school’s 
surroundings to their environment, and ensuring safety are all 
strong goals to create more positive learning environments. These 
positive learning environments will encourage focus, exploration, and 
collaboration of ideas and learning.
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narraTive

 When children begin school, they are often immersed into 
a new setting where they learn new material, social practices, 
routines, spaces, and people. Individuals typically return to the same 
schools annually, but there can still be some anxieties experienced 
such as interacting with peers, being away from home, having 
difficulty with some subject material, and so much more. These 
fears often lead to a lack of confidence in one’s self or abilities. 
Anxieties in the self can influence the subject matter they are there 
to learn. 
 A strong sense of safety and belonging is part of what 
makes individuals enthusiastic to learn. Connecting the local 
environment to the learning environment gives a sense of purpose 
and context. A strong connection to the community and within the 
school itself fosters a better grasp of material and willingness to 
participate.  
 Development for youth guides what individuals think for their 
lifetime. With one in five Americans having mental health disorders, 
the importance of cultivating strong individuals and communities is 
essential. Creating spaces that aid mental well-being, give a sense 
of comfort and safety. This allows for teacher to and help students 
work through disorders or discomforts by assessing their needs and 
accommodating to them. 
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ProjeCT TyPology

The proposed design will be a public middle school. 

Public 
Education
Urban

The design proposal for the thesis project is to designing a new building 
for a preexisting public middle school is currently in place. There are 
medical centers and learning centers in the surrounding area and fits well 
into its place and surroundings. Working in the public sector leads an 
influence of the people who live and interact in the area and should be 
considered withe design. Educational buildings maintain their own built and 
spacial requirements through function and code. The urban setting and 
set place holds a means of consideration for entrances, set backs, views, 
noise levels, and more.
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major ProjeCT elemenTs

 The Andersen Middle school redesign is set to create a strong 
community through a connection with those around and within the school and 
within the school itself. Redesigning allows for additional classroom spaces such 
as auditorium, shops, and other elective classes to be involved. Adding new 
learning spaces and different types of classroom is one way of opening up the 
school.
 Another way of opening up the school is through windows, bringing 
more vegetation to the site and within the building, and clear lines of vision. 
By changing the landscaping and bringing the greenery indoors, the opportunity 
in the Minnesotan winter to have the liveliness of plants and color year round 
while still having a visual connection to the outdoors is a new feature brought 
to the school. 
 The program is set up so that similar subjects are located closely 
together in clusters. The goal of this organization is to foster learning between 
classes and a connection with other teachers and students. By being located 
next to one another students and staff can collaborate and connections can be 
made with someone in the departments even if a student doesn’t have a class 
with a specific teacher. Building a community throughout the school starts with 
programing and intention.
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ClienT

andersen uniTed middle sChool 

 Anderson middle school is a public institutions 
grades 6, 7, and 8th and is located in downtown 
Minneapolis, Minnesota. The school offers a dual 
language program, offers special help for those with 
learning disabilities and that need extra attention with 
emotional and behavioral help. 
 The school has an older set up and a built 
community in place. The concrete structure has been 
in place since the 1960s when it was constructed in 
a brutalist style. LSE Architects described the space 
to have a lack of windows and daylighting, a cold 
exterior and has a fragmented interior that negatively 
impacts the students and community relationships.
 With expansion and growth of the city, 
often buildings such as schools need to increase 
their capacity to hold students and cater to more 
specialized needs. Current classroom sizes range 
from 20-30 students and 5-6 for special education. 
Anderson middle school is one of the many schools 
in the metro area and holds value that has the 
potential to increase.
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uPdaTes

 In 2016 Anderson Middle School completed a renovation that included a 
new entry with a remodeled grand staircase that welcomes and directs visitors. 
Other added spaces include an updated media center. Looking forward the school 
has future goals that they hope to include in two phases. 
 The first phase of renovations include additional and improved daylighting, 
kitchen and lunchroom updates, restrooms, locker spaces, new furniture, and further 
accessibility. The second phase moves to new science labs, improve technology 
and performance spaces, and general maintenance and operational needs.
 With further funding the school would ideally open up even more daylighting 
and breaking into the facade, changing the playgrounds on the perimeter into green 
spaces. Improve night lighting and spatial organization.
 While the proposed remodeling of the school are considerable improvements, 
my thesis presentation wishes to rebuild the school completely. By building 4 
stories rather than remodeling 2, there is the possibility to open up the learning 
programs and classrooms even further. With the proposed design, there are 
additional spaces such as an auditorium and intentional light brought into the 
building that the school does not currently have the funds to install.

20211122_Anderson Stakeholder Meeting.
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siTe

1098 anderson lane 
minneaPolis, mn 55407 

 Located in Minneapolis Minnesota, the site is impacted by noise, 
traffic, and high density. The middest weather creates for hot humid 
summers and harsh, cold, dry winters with lots of snow. During the 
school year, winter is the most prominent season that deals with issues 
regarding snow and wind. These extreme temperatures effect the building 
materials and form as well as the site, entrances, and transportation. 
Clearing roads and sidewalks for safe 
 It is a dense neighborhood with and adjacent park, some business, 
and surrounding residential homes. To the west of the school is a 
campus of healthcare facilities and laboratories. The three surrounding 
sides are filled with single family, residential homes. 
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Mental Health

 This project seeks to improve leadership and assistance for those who deal 

 with mental illnesses through a means of architectural design and school 

 programming. Understand the stigma of mental health in public and in schools and 

 work to understand how that could be eliminated in order to foster positive 

 environments and mindsets.

Sustainable Design

 Integrating natural resources can cut down on energy and help 

 improve the environment and the people who will inhabit the

 spaces. Create connections to the outdoors and the site.

Community 

 Give a sense of belonging while maintaing individuality to form a 

 connectedness a positive space for people to come together. To 

 get the community excited and foster the education of themselves. Create 

 collaborative spaces that allow for connection with the neighborhood and the 

Safety

 Entrances, technology, and form can all impact the safety of a 

 building. Knowing the area and feeling safe within an environment 

 also is a key feature in the topic of safety. Through architecture play is further 

 incorporated, transportation is more carefully considered, and pedestrian leisure is 

 on a new level.

emPhasis
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Understand how mental health aid is incorporated successfully into schools
 Mental health aid includes awareness planning and systems in place to improve the
 learning of those in need with mental disabilities. Educating staff as to how to recognize 
 signs and how to help after that is an important part of this system in addition to the 

 architectural improvements.

 Creating awareness of mental health and what that could look  like in a school setting. 
 Through research I hope to find examples of programs that are currently successful and 
 how educational institutions are working to achieve this.

Integrate Green Design intentionally and beautifully 
 Involving sustainability into the project from the beginning is a strong goal for this project. 
 From the form, orientation, and maintenance, the extreme weather conditions will have an 
 effect on the building and the occupants. Saving energy and money to benefit the place 
 and people will be strategies to research and look at the options of what would fit the 
 project best.
 Incorporating biophilic design throughout the building is another way to include green de-
sign 
 in the project. Green walls bring plant life into the building in the winter. Green roofs 
 bring plant life at an elevated level and create outdoor learning opportunities.

Connect the school with the community 
 I would like to find what makes a strong community, what connects people to a place 
 and to one another. The location, cultures, community therapy, and location are factors 
 or this section. Creating parts of the park for the occupants of the hospital to the west 
 and the residential housing of the east to partake in brings the local community into one 
 area.

Using safety strategies that aren’t highly noticeable but are effective
 Safety through site design, technology, and community play together to create a safe 
 environment. A goal of the project if to foster true safety and security and the knowledge 
 and feeling of being in a safe space.

goals of The Thesis ProjeCT
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Well Building Standard

 Achieve WELL Building Certification through the guidelines provided.

 Explore the 10 concepts listed and understand and utilize these concepts.

Sustainability

 Incorporate passive elements such as natural lighting and ventilation into the building.

 Manage heat gain and heat loss.

 Incorporate operable shading devices.

 Use school’s future built goals as guidelines to incorporate and maintain similar elements throughout the building.

 Develop landscaping and add more to site and indoor plants.

Community

 Build upon student and staff connection through building programming and resources available.

 Create collaborative spaces within the building that invite both groups of occupants and allow for spaces to work 

 and play.

 Build a connection with the surrounding community that educates the public of what is being taught.

 Allow for public events such as concerts and shows that display academic and artistic work.

Growth

 Expand the building’s volume to create more room in the classroom spaces and a variety of types.

 Build spaces that are lacking such as an auditorium expand art and music spaces, counseling and social environments.

Safety

 Improve bus, vehicular, and pedestrian traffic through more spacing, clear signage and visibility.

 Create more aesthetic and visual pleasing fencing to influence internal safety and sense of satisfaction.

 Further ADA accessibility throughout the building, Make hallways wider and analyze staircases and elevators.

Mental Health Improvements

 Expand current counseling program to more structures levels of support. Incorporate through staff to initiate 

 learning and involvement.

 Incorporate physical aspect lead by healing architecture and WELL verification to environmentally influence minds 

 and bodies. Create Spaces that allow for and invite relaxation, creativity, and connection.
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Improving academics for the school and school district through a public 

project to impact the community in a positive way. For a means of 

school academics, I would like to use software to achieve useful design 

elements that are clear and well performed and learn more about the 

software being used. I would like to get better at using technology 

to analyze the design in a variety of ways such as sun patterns and 

influences, ventilation and wind patterns, and the impact it will have on 

its future surroundings.

Through the thesis process I would like to become more informed on 

sustainable design to be able to incorporate that into the real world. To 

think of sustainability throughout the entire design rather than an after 

thought. This should become a strong element of my portfolio and speak 

about my passion, interest, and skill set within architecture.

Through Thesis I would like to become more aware of what happens in 

the professional world and the impact design can have on communities 

as a whole. I would like to see if a connected community could become 

more closely tied to sustainability if there are strong designs that amplify 

the idea and how that could impact them and society.
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Moving forward with the research program I plan to look into how other 
schools are doing well to incorporate mental health in their buildings and 
communities and what that looks like as well as how they are working to 
destigmatization mental health and getting help for it. The next point of 
interest is sustainability, how that is incorporated, and how it impacts the 
environment and health of the occupants and community. Another point of 
interest will be building safety and security, what makes a building safe and 
how it interacts with the community. And finally what connects a school to 
its community  and how can individuals find a connection and belonging.

Design Methodology for my project will work closely with case studies, 
correlation research, and quantitative research. The case studies will help 
to highlight how the goals I’m searching for have been achieved and what 
makes their design successful, whereas the historical research looks both 
into the positive and negative sides. To understand the full scope of the 
successful projects as well as what has gone wrong or could be fixed helps 
to point a scope of possible solutions. Correlation research will help to tie 
all of my interests and goals together to find a solution for a variety of 
parts of the project.

When researching I plan to take notes on relevant information from different 
resources and then sorting based on the goal and having another category 
on parts of the project that it can influence. Parts of the project include 
form, program, spaces, structure, occupants, and community. A focus on how 
each of these elements impact one another and how they are connected 
leads into a progression of design.

The leading importance of proceeding with my research begins with looking 
at examples of schools that are successfully changing the way they 
incorporate mental health, then how that effects the community. Further 
looking into what makes a community and what the community on my site 
looks for are also preliminary steps. When looking at safety, this will include 
on site information what creates a safe, connected community. One of the 
first ways of looking into these is to further looking into case studies.

Plan for ProCeeding
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Thesis researCh
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resulTs from researCh
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Mental Illness : Mental illnesses are health conditions involving changes in emotion, 

 thinking or behavior (or a combination of these). Mental illnesses are 

 associated with distress and/or problems functioning in social, work or family 

 activities (Parekh, 2018).

 (ex: Anxiety, Depression, PTSD, ADAD, etc.)

 Anxiety Disorders, Depression, ADHD, OCD, Borderline Personality Disorder, PTSD

Well-Being : the state of being happy, healthy, or prosperous (Well-being).

School: An institution for teaching of children

 A source of knowledge

 The process of teaching or learning (School Definition and Meaning)

Conceptual Level : A cognitive disposition relevant to this issue is conceptual level, 
 which describes a person’s adaptability to adapt to their surrounding 
 environments in terms of information  processing style and interpersonal maturity 

 (Cortterell, 1984). 

Keywords

School, Mental Health, Sustainable Design, 
Healing architecture, WELL Building Standard, Lighting Design, Classroom, 
Environmental Psychology, Multi-tiered System of Supports, Rational Emotive 
Behavior Therapy

leading definiTions
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menTal healTh

 Mental health is “a state of well-being, in which individuals are able to live to their fullest potential, cope with 

the normal stresses of life, work productively and contribute to their community (WELL).” Awareness and precautions 

towards mental health have been increasing for years. Approxamently 30% of adults willexperience a 

common mental health condition winin their lifetime, and 18% will within a 12 month period (WELL). 

Children also experience mental health conditions, with the amount only increasing. At his point, 16.7% 

of children ages 6-17 struggle with a disorder every year (NAMI, 2021). These numbers have been 

increasing from 5.4% in 2003 and 8.4% in 2012 (Wolpert, 2021). Mental health issues impact not 

only the individuals but their whole surroundings. Impacts include decreased focus and interest in school, 

These issuse surface on all levels and are increasing in  needed assistance.

 Issuing proper tools and coping strategies for these conserns at an early age has potential benifits 

to last a lifetime. “Mental Health is a fundamental component of human health across all stages of life 

and is vital for the physical and social well-being of all individuals, communities and societies (WELL).”  

Looking after this issue is imortant from an early point, for 50% of mental illness begins to appear by 

14, and 75% by 24 (NAMI, 2021). Those with mental health issues are more likely to experience 

further negative effects, such as an additional mental health disorder, substance abuse distorders, and 

have higher unemployment rates (Wolpert, 2021). The most common and impacting disorders are 

depression and anxiety.

 The two cost the global economy $1 trillion in productivity each year, and impact the individuals 

and their lives even further outside of the work environment (Wolpert, 2021). Productivity and mental 

health have a direct tie that can be seen through those levels of productivity and excitment in their work. 

Those ties can be seen through grades and those students, ages 6-17, who struggle with mental health 

are three times more likely to repeat a grade. Those in the same age group with depression are two 

times more than their peers to drop out entirely (NAMI, 2021). 

 

(CDC, 2021)
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 General fear and distress are normal in children when in public, espectially when taken out of 

their typical settings, but it is when it becomes intense and restricting in their daily lives that disorders 

are the problem, not normal stress and sadness. Healthy eating plans, daily physical activity, sleep, 

and practicing mindfulness are are factors that help children maintain healthy bodies and minds (CDC, 

2021). Schools create structured atmospheres that have the ability to take control of most of those 

peices. Understanding the problem and taking away the stigma allows for more solutions to arise.

 Positive outlook in mental health is significantly higher higher than it used to be and americans 

are becoming more open to the topic. 87% said having a mental health disorder is nothing to be 

ashamed of and 86% of adults agreed that individuals who experience mental health disorders can get 

better (APA, 2019). The increased openness to the topic has improved the public’s attitude towards 

mental health. An open attitude for adults is important to carry in to new generations considering 

adult mental health disorders are avoidable or able to be minized if risk factors are tended to at 

a childhood age. While the overall attitude has improved, 86% said “mental illness” has anegative 

connitation and carries a stigma, and 33% of adults said those with diorders scare them (APA, 

2019).

 How americans view mental illness shows an incosistency of unerstanding of the whole picture. 

While 81% of people were somewhat comfortable being friends with someone with a mental health 

disorder, that number dropped to 51% when it came to intimate relationships. Adding to the survey, 

33% said that they did not consider anxiety to be a mental illness and 22% said the same about 

depression (APA, 2019). This misunderstanding of what constitues as a mental illness has a 

possibility to create issues when providing aid and understanding for individuals but the overall positive 

outlook is productive.
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menTal healTh CondiTions

Anxiety Disorders- Persistent, excessive fear or work in situations that are nonthreatening.
 Apprehension, dread, tense, restlessness, irritability, 
 Shortness of breath, sweating, tremors, twitches, headaches, fatigue, insomnia, 
 Generalized Anxiety Disorder, Social Anxiety Disorder, Panic Disorder, Phobias

 Most common concern in the united states with 7% of children ages 3-17, and 19.1 % in adults.

 

Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder - Repetitive, unwanted, intrusive thoughts (obsessive) and irrational, 
 excessive urges to do certain actions (compulsions).
 Examples: Thoughts of harming/have harmed someone, doubts something done correctly, unpleasant images, 
 fears of saying/shouting something inappropriate things in public, hand washing, counting and recounting, checking`

Borderline Personality Disorder - Difficulties regulating emotion having them be intense for extended periods 
 of time, + harder to stabilize after emotional trigger.
 Fear of abandonment + actions to avoid it, unstable relationships, distorted self-image, impulsive behaviors, 
 self-harm, periods of intense depressive mood, irritability or anxiety, chronic feelings of boredom or emptiness

Posttramatic Stress Disorder - Long term responses to threatening events.
 Re-experiencing: recurring, involuntary + intrusive memories, flashbacks, bad dreams, + intrusive thoughts
 Avoidance: staying away from places or objects that are reminders of a traumatic event
 Symptoms: Numb, guilt, worry, depression, memory loss, dissociation, hyper vigilance, difficulty sleeping, and
 bursts of anger

NAMI, 2021

Depression - Mood disorder characterized by persistent depressive mood and loss of interest impairing daily life.
 Changes in Sleep, Changes in Appetite, Lack of Concentration, Loss of Energy, Lack of Interest in Activities,
 Hopelessness, Guilt, Changes in Movement, Physical Aches + Pains, Suicidal Thoughts
 Serious and dangerous disorder, 8.4% of American adults experienced at least one episode in 2020.

Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD)- Inattention hyperactivity + impulsive
 Easily Distracted, bored quickly, difficulty finishing tasks, difficulty processing information quickly, not listening.
 Fidgeting, non-stop talking, excessive touching things, impatience, acting + speaking impulsively, interrupting others

 Most common in younger groups, 8.8% in ages 4- 17 vs 4.4% in adults.

Eating Disorders - Thoughts + actions that consume one’s daily life based around food , weight, + body image.
 Anorexia Nervosa: Starvation based around fat loss, over exercise, binge + purge behaviors, food rituals
 Bulimia Nervosa: Feeling out of control when binging, repercussions include purging, restriction, exercise.
 Binge Eating Disorder: Looses control when binging, doesn’t try to make up for excess consumption.
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 Noise and surrounding sounds heavily impact the experience within a space and individual’s 

ability to focus. Chronic noise exposure to children increases stress hormones, and produces 

annoyance and interference with daily activities (Evans, 2006). Common sources of noise that 

children are exposed to are transporation, other people, music, and sports whuch can impact 

their learning. These interfiering stressors cause distractions that break up the classroom’s focus 

and creates an incosistency of a calm atmosphere. Within an educational facility, children can be 

impacted with their surroundings and have long term effects on their cognitive development, memory, 

reading, and speeck (Evan, 2006). Children often find stressers quite difficult to control and work 

past, making it diffictult for proper functions to occur and be able to work past it in the future. 

Feeling of powerlessness and hopelessness arise and can negativly impact individuals when they are 

unable to make choices and have control over their surroundings (Jarrett, 2017).

 Acoustical quality of a space can have a high impact on the overall asatisfaction of a space.  

Reduction of interrupting noises has shown to disturb sleep patters and the mental arithmetic skills 

of children (WELL, 2020). Space allocations and project programs are important to distinguish 

adjacentencies to avoid unnecessary conflict in classrom typologies and relationships. Music and 

active classrooms should have a good distance from spaces that need quiet to focus and learn such 

as libraries and general classrooms. Choices of materials also aid in noise. To improve aucoustics, 

designers can use materials such as carpeted floor compared to wood or concrete and absorbant 

tiles on the ceilins to absorb vibrations (Jarrett, 2017).

 Vibrations through walls also become unwanted distractions. Indiividuals become uncomfortable 

when they can overhear conversations in unwated situations and become conserned with their own 

privacy as well. Absorbative materials, additional massing, glazing options, and sealing gaps all 

reduce this noise leakage, providing comfort and privacy (WELL, 2020).

imPaCTs of sPaCes
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 Meeting the basic needs of children is essential to allowing for a healthy learning and living 

environment. Four of the essentials attributes to a space include movement, comfort, competence, 

and a sense of control. The rooms, circulation, and the way children move through them and 

the effect they have on them internally impacts their development. If movements are restricted, 

hyperactivity, attention deficits, and poor motivation can arise (Jarrett, 2017). With a rise of 

seditary behavior, it has shown links with poor mental health, obesity, type II diabetes, and 

cardiovasular risks (WELL, 2020). Chilren are very sensitive and all aspects of their surroundings 

can cause their mind to develop and learn patters in a variety of ways.

 Children’s comfort levels that allow them to be confident in their surroundings and decrease 

anxiety allows and invites them to further explore and interact with their surroundings (Jarrett, 

2017). Familiarity and predictability help with that relation and guidance. Scale becomes dynamic 

and relates to the body. Heights can be increased to invite exploration but should remain reasonable 

to not be uncomforable. The scale of the overall space also helps emotional, social and cognitive 

development (Jarrett, 2017).

 Arrangements, colors, and textures are a few elements that children interact with initially in 

a space. Children use their senses to shape the world around them. Natural and nude tones are 

recieved well, and other color psycholoy can be utilized to evoke further emotional responses in a 

room on the different surfaces. Bright tcolors are often used for younger children to excite them and 

help in their sensory environment (Jarrett). Colors and textures can both be used strategically for 

comfort, development, collaboration, and communication.
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lighTing

 Lighing design can increase the mood, beauty, and quality of a space through positive 

design. To promote well-being through lighting design there must be a balance in luminance + 

illuminance, uniformity across tasks, luminance distributions within rooms, glare, spectral power 

distribution, flicker, indirect lighting systems; and windows and daylighting (Veitch, 2003). Quality 

lighting design takes all of these into consideration and what deternise adequacy varies fot the 

specific setting. Better veiws and brighter light have been shown to produce better performance 

and well-being (WELL, 2020). Tied with the quality of the light given, occupant prefer to have a 

sense of control over their lighting conditions.

 Percieved control can moderate stress reactions. When faced with other distractions, if 

occupants have control over their physical surroundings, they tend to maintain lower stress levels 

and mediate their reactions (Veitch, 2003). Lower stress levels in development and learning 

environments. Given control over aspect of their surroundings helps convay a sense of control 

and participation within their education. Helplessness on the other hand has more negativities 

than the initial problem. It can lead to emotional, cognitive, and behavioral deficits, also leads to 

powerlessness and unhappiness (Veitch, 2003). Harm may be caused through too much as well 

including eye strain, fatigue, crankiness, headaches, and impaired visual perception (Jarrett, 2017).

 The importance of lighting design is in the impact of both physical and cognitive functional 

satisfaction. Improved moods and reduction of depression symptoms can be the result of exposure 

to natural light. It can increase healing rates and reduce recovery time (WELL, 2020). Parts of 

lighting design that shows its success is visibility, photobiology, and arousal (Veitch, 2003). Lighing 

design takes into positive effects on the physical and congnitive confort of children that foster 

learning and excitment in their environment.
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Workplace Conditions
•Luminance + Illuminance
•Uniformity + Distributioon
•Glare
•SPD
•Flicker
•Lighting Systems
•Daylight +Windows
•Controls

Individual Outcomes
•Seeing
•Task Performance
•Communication
•Social Interaction
•Mood
•Health
•Safety
•Aesthetic Judgements

Psychological Processes
•Visibility
•Photobiologu
•Arousal + Stress

Psychological Processes
•Perceived Control
•Attention
•Environmental Appraisal
•Affect
•Controls

Individual
Well-Beign
•Visibility
•Activity
•Social + Communication
•Mood + Comfort
•Health + Safety
•Aesthetic Judgement

Architecture
•Form
•Composition
•Style
•Codes + Standards

Lighting
Quality

Economics
•Installations
•Maintenance
•Operation
•Energy
•Environment
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Context
•Setting
•Activities + Tasks
•Other People

Individual Difference

Home Conditions

Other Roles

Relationship Between Lighting Conditions, Individual Process and Outcomes

Lighting Quality
Veitch

Group Processes
Organizational 
Outcomes
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bioPhiliC design
 The natural need for connection to nature is something that humans are constantly working 
towards. Incorporating nature into inhabited settings can reduce stress, enhance creativity, and 
clarity of thought (Browning). These are parts of design working to improve well being and 
aid healing through architecture. When working with biophilic design, plants, air movement, and 
water are all included. These design features work to improve individual’s interaction with their 
environment and can be seen through their cognitive, physiological, and psychological responses 
(Ryan).
 Two differentiating ways of incorporating this form of design is through visual and non-
visual connections. Visual connections are quite direct and can reduce stress, improve mood, and 
self-esteem and it is suggested individuals are exposed to nature for a minimum of five to twenty 
minutes a day (Brown). Along with healing environments and healing architecture, views to nature 
are shown to increase and quicken recovery rates in addition to improving concentration Ryan). 
Middle school children are highly susceptible to mood alterations and esteem changes making for 
improvements to these aspects even more important. Non-visual connections are that in which 
include auditory, haptic, olfactory, and/or gustatory stimuli that have an implication or connection 
to nature (Brown). These stimuli can be just as important as visual connections so long as they 
don’t become a sensory overload.
 The experience generated through thoughtful design requires thoughtful consideration and 
planning. Prioritizing or bringing in opportunities for exercise near green spaces is prove positive 
responses and decreased street levels. When exposed to nature at least 10 minuets before 
mental stressors individuals stimulated heart rate variability and parasympathetic activity (Ryan). School 
environments often introduce mental stressors to students, and so a continuous exposure to nature could 
help to stabilize stressing situations.
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 Mankind’s biological need for connection brings to light the importance of biophilic design. 
Being introduced to real nature is favored to simulated nature, however simulated nature still 
proves to be more beneficial than none (Browning, 2014). Providing healthy workspaces that 
aid in decreasing stress levels and improve overall health and well-being is a responsible design 
strategy and goal (Ryan). “Strong or routine connections with nature can provide opportunities for 
mental restoration, during which time our higher cognitive functions can sometimes take a break. 
As a result, our capacity for performing focused tasks is greater than someone with fatigued 
cognitive resources. For instance, vegetated spaces can improve an individual’s self-esteem and 
mood, while the presence of water can have a relaxing effect (Browning, 2014).”
 Taking this cognitive rest is an important part of being able to be in a learning environment 
for an extended period time. While children are expected to learn inside for 7 hours of the day, 
5 days a week, it is important that burnout isn’t created. By exposing these children to nature, 
even just on their walk to and from classes, a mental relief and return to natural comfort is 
formed. “Biophilic, like air quality, thermal comfort and acoustics, is an essential component of 
environmental quality that expands the conversation from daylight, materials toxicity, and air, water 
and soil quality, to include human biological health and well-being (Browning, 2014).” Bringing 
nature to the building, especially within an urban setting, is a way of providing a basic human 
necessity.
 Environmental stimuli such as light, sound and temperatures all reflect a variety of 
responses when intaking this stimuli. These sensations, or “soft fascinations,” can improve 
concentration and work well in light breezes and other natural movements. Ensuring comfort and 
health while not distracting from focus and concentration are ways in which biophilic design can 
work within a school improvement to promote well-being.
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14 PaTTerns

Nature in the Space encompasses seven biophilic design patterns:

1. Visual Connection with Nature. A view to elements of nature,
living systems and natural processes.
2. Non-Visual Connection with Nature. Auditory, haptic,
olfactory, or gustatory stimuli that engender a deliberate and
positive reference to nature, living systems or natural processes.
3. Non-Rhythmic Sensory Stimuli. Stochastic and ephemeral
connections with nature that may be analyzed statistically but
may not be predicted precisely.
4. Thermal & Airflow Variability. Subtle changes in air
temperature, relative humidity, airflow across the skin, and
surface temperatures that mimic natural environments.
5. Presence of Water. A condition that enhances the experience of
a place through seeing, hearing or touching water.
6. Dynamic & Diffuse Light. Leverages varying intensities of light
and shadow that change over time to create conditions that occur
in nature.
7. Connection with Natural Systems. Awareness of natural
processes, especially seasonal and temporal changes

Natural Analogues encompasses three patterns of biophilic design:

8. Biomorphic Forms & Patterns. Symbolic references to contoured,
patterned, textured or numerical arrangements that persist in nature.
9. Material Connection with Nature. Materials and elements from nature
that, through minimal processing, reflect the local ecology or geology and
create a distinct sense of place.
10. Complexity & Order. Rich sensory information that adheres to a spatial
hierarchy similar to those encountered in nature.
characteristic of a healthy ecosystem.

Nature of the Space encompasses four biophilic design patterns:

11. Prospect. An unimpeded view over a distance, for surveillance and planning.
12. Refuge. A place for withdrawal from environmental conditions or the main
flow of activity, in which the individual is protected from behind and overhead.
13. Mystery. The promise of more information, achieved through partially
obscured views or other sensory devices that entice the individual to travel
deeper into the environment.
14. Risk/Peril. An identifiable threat coupled with a reliable safeguard.

Browning, 2014
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well v2 sTandard

Air
The WELL Air Concept seeks to implement holistic design strategies to promote clean air and minimize human 
exposure to harmful contaminants, in order to maximize benefits to productivity, well-being and health. Using a 
variety of mechanically ventilated spaces, naturally ventilated spaces, naturally ventilated spaces in areas with elevated 
particulate matter in design to create the healthiest and most sustainable design movement for airflow.

 Minimization, Source Separation, Air Filtration

Water
The WELL Water concept aims to increase the rate of adequate hydration in building users, reduce health risks due to 
contaminated water and excessive moisture within buildings and provide adequate sanitation through better infrastructure 
design and operations coupled with awareness and maintenance of water quality. Universal access to good water, 
sanitation and hygiene are often grouped in public health approaches, yet are interdependent of each other. Provision 
of well-designed and equipped bathrooms for all, supporting appropriate hand washing, should reduce risks of acquiring 
centric and respiratory diseases associated with poor hygiene practices. Availability and contaminant thresholds of 
drinking water, as well as features targeting the management of water to avoid damage to building materials and 
environmental conditions.
 Quality Indicators, Drinking Water Quality, Basic Water Management, Enhanced Water Quality, Moisture Management, Hygiene 

Support

Nourishment
The WELL Nourishment concept supports healthy and sustainable eating patterns by increasing access to fruits and 
vegetables, limiting the availability of highly processed foods and designing environments that nudge individuals toward 
healthier choices. Poor nutrition remains a top contributor to the global burden of disease, accounting for more than 
one in every five deaths globally. Healthy diets are link human health and environmental health and sustainability. The 
current global transition towards unhealthy and unsustainable produced food is threatening global food systems as food 
production remains one the largest contributors to global environmental change.
 Fruits + vegetables, nutritional transparency, ingredients, portion sizes, preparation, production

Light
The WELL Light concept aims to provide a lighting environment that reduces circadian phase disruption, improves 
sleep quality and positively impacts mood and productivity; promotes exposure to light and aims to create lighting 
environments that promote visual, mental and biological health. Light exposure stimulates the circadian system, which 
starts in the brain and regulates physiological rhythms throughout the body’s tissues and organs, such as hormone 
levels and the sleep-wake cycle. Disruption or desynchronization of the circadian rhythm has been linked with obesity, 
diabetes, depression and metabolic disorders.
 Exposure, Visual Lighting Design, Circadian Design, Electric Light Glare Control, Daylight Design Strategies, Daylight Simulation, 

 Visual  Balance, Electric Light Quality, Occupant Lighting Control

Movement

The WELL Movement concept promotes physical activity in everyday life through environmental design, policies and 
programs to ensure that movement opportunities are integrated into the fabric of our culture, buildings and communities. 
aims to promote movement, foster physical activity and active living and discourage sedentary behavior, by creating 
and enhancing opportunities through the spaces where we spend our lives. It is critical that buildings, communities and 
sociocultural environments consider movement as a vital part of the human condition – and as a key health promotion 
tool.
 Active Building + Communities, Ergonomic Workstation Design, Circulation Network, Opportunities, Self Monitoring, Promotion
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Thermal Comfort
Aims to promote human productivity and provide a maximum level of thermal comfort among all building users through 
improved HVAC system design and control and by meeting individual thermal preferences. The WELL standard takes a 
holistic approach to thermal comfort and provides a combination of research-based interventions to help design buildings 
that address individual thermal discomfort and support human health, well-being and productivity. Thermal comfort greatly 
influences experiences in the places where we live and work and is one of the highest contributing factors influencing 
overall human satisfaction in buildings impacting individual levels of motivation, alertness, focus and mood.

 Thermal Performance. Verified Thermal Comfort, Thermal Zoning, Humidity Control, Enhanced Operable Windows

Sound
Aims to bolster occupant health and well-being through the identification and mitigation of acoustical comfort parameters 
that shape occupant experiences in the built environment. Exposure to noise sources, such as traffic and transportation 
have been shown to hinder the health and well-being. Airborne noise sources, impact of noise from adjacent activity, such 
as footfall, exercise or mechanical equipment vibration can all create uncomfortable environments for nearby occupants. 
Inappropriate reverberation times and background noise levels in a space can impede speech intelligibility and cause strain 
for occupants who may possess hearing impairments.Speech intelligibility is also a crucial element in educational facilities, 
where information is being presented to large audiences and aural comprehension is vital for memory retention and task 
completion.
 Sound Mapping, Maximim Noise Levels, Sound barriers, reverbration Time, Sound Reducing Surfaces, Maximum Background Sound, 

 Impact Noise Management, Enhanced Audio Devices

Materials
Aims to reduce human exposure, whether direct or through environmental contamination, to chemicals that may impact 
health during the construction, remodeling, furnishing and operation of buildings. WELL standard requires projects to assess 
the presence of these compounds and take measures to prevent human exposure along with restricting them in new 
products, and testing, remediation and redevelopment of sites contaminated with these and many other toxic pollutants 
is encouraged, in order to support environmentally responsible growth and preventing sprawl. Iincreasinge literacy on 
materials by promoting ingredient disclosure, whereas the second is to promote the assessment and optimization of product 
composition in order to minimize impacts to human and environmental health.
 Material Resstrictions, Interior Hazardous Materials Management, Site Recomendaations, Transparency, Optimozation

Mind
WELL promotes mental health through policy, program and design strategies that seek to address the diverse factors that 
influence cognitive and emotional well-being. Improvements to mental health literacy and efforts to reduce stigma; provision 
of healthy living and working conditions for all, including organizational improvements to promote positive work environments 
and provision of stress management programs; and strategies that address gaps in access to and use of care by 
supporting access to mental health, substance use and addiction services and treatment.
 Improving opportunities for restoration through mindfulness programming, restorative spaces and support of optimal sleep

 Promotion, nature + Place, Services, Education, Stress Management, Restorative Spaceees + Programing

Community
Aims to support access to essential healthcare, build a culture of health that accommodates diverse population needs 
and establish an inclusive, engaged occupant community. Promoting community well-being must begin with supporting the 
fundamental factors that influence individual and collective health.
 Health + Well-Being Promotion, Integrative Design, Emergency Preparedness, Occupant Survey, Health Services and Benifits, Family  

 Support, Civic Engament, Diversity and Inclusion, Accessibility and Universal Design

Innovation
Innovation features pave the way for projects to develop unique strategies for creating healthier environments.
 WELL Accredited Professional, Certification, Gateways to Well-Being, Green Building Rating System, Carbon Disclosure Reduction
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healing arChiTeCTure

 Commonly used in healthcare facilities, healing architecture implies a sense of well-being and 

mental and emotional growth for the occupants. “Healing Architecture means improved conditions for 

getting and staying healthy (Nickl).” When placed in a healing environment in a hospital setting, 

patients recover more quickly, have a shorthwe stay, report lower levels of stress, and increased 

satisfaction with services and overall experience (Riaffaadh, 2007). Factors such as large, sun-

facing windows have improved recovery time for severe depression and heart attacks (WELL, 

2020). Physical environments have a grat impact on the cognitive landscape of one’s mind.

 Another design implamentation that is connection with the natural environment. Courtyards  

allow for sensory experiences to occur and subconciously promote activity and social interaction 

(Walker, 2020). Healing gardens have become a design element on campuses as a part of 

physical therapy. Having gardens on site and being able to interact with them brings in a natural 

healing element and sustainable design (Bindel, 2010). Natural materials and colors on the interior 

spaces also envoke a calm environment for work spaces (Riaffaadh, 2007). While a connection 

to the outdoors is an important part of healing architectural design, one of the top components is 

lighting design.

 Visual needs, physiological responses, and mood are alteres by the presence of light 

on interior spaces. Within schools specifically, the absense of natural daylight impacts children’s 

performance, annual body growth, and sick leave (Riaffaadh, 2007). Lighting design includes 

orientaion, shape, sizing, placement  and shading devices connected to windows placed. Comparing 

electrical lighting to natural brings into consideration coloring, flickering potential (should be avoided), 

temperature, glare control, and the balance between the two. 

 Further elements within healing architecture include noise control, air quality, thermal 

comfort, lighting, communication, color, texture, privacy, and view to nature (Riaffaadh, 2007). 

WELL building standards line up with many parts of what designers look to when consider healing 

architecture. Individualistic, and seperated spaces can be a break from the larger spaces and large 

open environments give an open, enviting communal space (Bindel, 2010). Communal spaces 

are important in the healing process because of how humans are social creatures. Building a 

community with a shared vision and goals helps one another build off of each other with support 

and knowledge.
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Place
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mulTi-Tiered sysTem of suPPorTs

 While working towards improved mental health for children in schools, the structure of 
community and support systems can become just as important as the structure of the building. 
Including comprehensive  counsiling programs in schools aid the school design and promotes success 
for students in terms of academic, career, and social advancements. One system to work for these 
goals and for the students is incorporating a multi-tiered system of supports (MTSS). These supports 
are brought on three levels and include response to intervention and positive behavioral interventions 
and supports.
 The first tier of support is that of primary prevention. Primary prevention includes educated staff 
that can recognize disorders and individuals who require any additional aid. Students and staff can 
both look out for one another and report any conserns to a teacher or council worker. This section 
catches about 80% of the school and works to improve learning and emotional wellness equally for 
all the children. The second tier inclueds 5-15% of the school population and further assistance is 
brought in and catered to the group. Care and attention for this sector are increased yet much of 
the increased spectializtaion can be covered for that group. Lastly the third tier gets one-on-one help 
and spectializtion on subject matter and wellness specifically for them to succeed educationally and 
behaviorally.
 Determining a child’s needs starts with a screening, giving academic benchmarks assessments 
and behavioral needs to determine which tier they fall under. Most of the work done in screening 
and setting up these plans comes from leaders chosen by the school, most often lead by councilors. 
Councilors are often the leaders, facilitators, interveners, ans supporters and switch between the roles 
as neccesary. Multi-tiered systems of supports share overlapping properties with comprehensive school 
programs and work well when integrted together. “In implementing both frameworks, school counselors 
are able to focus on student achievement and behavior, as well as collaboration, data collection, 
evidence-based practices and social justice advocacy, to close achievement and equity gaps.”

Comprehensive School Counseling 

Programs
•Framework based on prevention, systems 
approach, student development
•Foster students’ academic, career, and 
social/emotional development
•Implamented by school counselors
•Ex: ASCA National Midel (2012)

Multi-teired System of Supports
•Framework based on public health mode;
•Fosters student academic + behavioral 
development
•Implamented by all school staff
•Based on/rooted in NCLB

•Collaboration + 
Coordinated Services

•School Councelor Time/
Roles

•Evidence-based Practices
•Culturallr Responsiveness 

Equity + Advocation
•Prevention

•Positive SChool Climate + 
Systematic Change

Ziomek-Daigle, 2016
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 Another form of developmental aid and tool that can be implemented into school systems is 
Rational Emotive Behavior Therapy (REBT). This form of therapy works to help individuals create 
and form a more adaptive perserption of reality. Forming individuals to be more flexible and efficient 
in their environments sets them up to be prepared for the unexpected which can often trigger 
young minds. The perception and interpretaion can psychologically impact a person more than the 
actual event. The way the brain puts labels a past event suggests there is some control over 
thoughts and reactions, giving the opportunity to take control of memories and future reactions.
 Control over thoughts and feelings to a degree offers students control over their interpreted 
reality. “The purposes of REBE as it follows: helping students become more aware of their inner 
dialogue by teaching them how to think more rationally; teaching students to evaluate their own 
thoughts so they get less disturbing emotions; teaching students how to use rational emotive 
principles so they can more easily reach their objectives.”

Cognitie, 2008

Ziomek-Daigle, 2016

raTional emoTive behavior TheraPy (rebT)

 Prevention of mental illness and mood disorders is the best intital line of defense and helps 
healing for individuals and includes classroom guidance, bullying prevention, universal behavioral 
expectations, discipline procedures, and positive reinforcement. . Closing the acheivement gap among 
students is best for the community and comes into play with low-income and minority students, and 
can start to be solved through performing leadership, advocacy, systemic change, and collaboration 
and teams. Maintaing a single classroom is ideal, so maintaining connection with the second and 
third tiers is an important integration.
 The next levels of need are more specified and can include behavioral contracts, social 
skill instruction and wraparound services. Small reading group can be an example of additional 
help for that second tier and, one-on-one instruction for the third tier. Giving these students more 
opportunities to advance lowers the rate of referals for special education and creates a more 
even playing field. “Classroom guidance programming and subsequent small group follow-up, have 
increased student achievement and motivation.” Using data driven results from data informed needs 
creates a measurable system and points to way the programs can improve and how they have 
improved development and learning for children.
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sChool Programming

 Standard classroom settings are considered to be quite structured and predictable. 

Open plan classrooms offer new variences to the learning environment. Opportunites 

found through open classroom structures have been found to affect the amount of 

conversation and the size of groups students choose for themselves. The way teachers 

act upon disciplinary decisions, their cooperativeness with other faculty, and pupil’s focus 

and productivity are also seen to be influenced. Social interatioins are the seem to be 

the main improvement with this structure.

 Within interaction of their spaces, students generally showed less anxiety, 

confusion, and discomfort when dealing with movement throughout the spaces and were 

more coordinated with the orientaion of the building. Moving through the space became 

less stressful as well as locating classrooms, teachers, and classmated. “Environments 

not only select and coerce behavior, but induce psychological stress by affecting people’s 

spacial orientation and social interactions.” Another part of easing stress anxiety is 

allowing for occupants to have contol over their environments.

 Availability and openness are key components of predictability and control 

behaviors. Anxiety often stems from individuals to maintain control over their 

surroundinggs, espectially when it includes social interations and their overall functionality 

is impacted negatively. Reducing information and sensory overload overall improves a 

learning environment but students have different rates of being able to deal with stimuli.

 A person’s adaptability to incoming information can greatly influence their success. 

CL refers to conseptual level which relates to logistics and how and individual is able 

to interpret information including time and amount of distractions, “A cognitive disposition 

relevant to this issue is conceptual level, which describes a person’s adaptability to 

environments in terms of information processing style and interpersonal maturity.”

 Those students who displayed lower levels of CL, typically had higher 

interpersonal anxiety and reacted defensively to potential treats within new and 

unfamiliar social settings. This group of students were also less tollerant os ambiguity 

and were more likely to draw conclusions with incomplete information. On the other 

side of the spectrum, students with higher levels of CL were levels were more sound 

and versitile in handling tension and discrepancies. Flexability and adaptivility were 

also more developed in these students. The conseptual level isn’t an exact scale and 

there are individualitic differences that can be altered by very specific changes in their 

environment.
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 Student reaction to spaces is very important for facilities, in addition to teachers’. 

Within open plan classrooms, instructors were more likely to put students in charge of 

their own learning through structural activities. These same teachers were also more 

likely to tell answer children’s questions directly rather than helping them find their own 

answers through interactive learning. Lecture followed by group work was found to be 

more common. This method of teach seems to be appropriate with the notion that 

individuals are more interactive with one another in open learning environments. Student 

collaboration aided by the environments and teachers can aid in social interaction as 

well as educational material.

 While Connection with the space and collaboration that open plan classroom 

environments can foster, higher levels of anxiety surrounding schoolwork were noted. 

Part of this stress came from the reported normlessness that came with the environment 

compared to conventional school programs. The aim of designing school classroom 

programs is to limit anxiety and overall foster growth and learning opportunities. A 

potential mix of styles and awareness as well as being informed of the potential raise in 

anxiety can help to intentionally work with that in mind.

 Strategies to reduce anxiety, information overload or under-load is varied based 

on the individual and how capable they are of interpreting relevant cues and making 

a coherent pattern of them. Learning is a very unique experience that needs a safe 

and well designed environment to help, rather than hinder the individual. Classroom 

plans have the potential to impact the designed spaces and structure of the learning 

environment.

Cotterell, `1984
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researCh summary

 Architecture has a great impact on the way people interact with the world around 

them and can effect mood, perceptions, learning abilities, and mental and physical 

wellness. The WELL building strandard was built up around different studies of how 

spaces imapact people. Highlightest elements that tend to have the gratest impact are 

lighting design, sound, materials and movement. These tie into the natural psychology 

and are important for children. Chilren are highly suseptable to changes and slight 

differences and with development stages need high consideration for the spaces they 

occupy.

 The spaces created for learning are just as the programs within. Examples of 

counseling programs to include throughout educational facilities include Comprehensive 

School Counseling Programs, Multi-teired System of Supports, and Rationl Emotive 

Behavior Therapy. These can be integrated together or seperately to best serve the 

students. Being able to provide support for students create a safe space for occupants, 

better chances at succeeding mentally, educationally, and socially becomes essential 

for the growth of children. Those who may not have the opportunity to find resources 

elsewhere are at a greater disadvantage if they are not provided with it in their 

educational lives.

 Understanding what mental health and mental illnesses are are essential in order 

to be able to give aid and treatment. A few of the most common are depression, 

anxiety, obsessive compulsive disorder, and eating disorders. Mental illnesses are caused 

by genetics, family history, life experiences, chemical imbalances, and environmental 

factors. While educational facilities do not have contol over genetic factors or the lives 

of children outside of the school setting, their experience can be improved with a safe 

and healthy space while they are improving their education.

 Through education wellness can be promoted and taught at an early are where 

children are still developing. Healthy environments and healthy minds is important for 

a place where students and staff spend at least 35 hours of their weeks for multiple 

years. Developing schools, minds, and communities can all be shaped by the touch of 

architecture. Architecture with thoughtful, meaningful design and intentions.
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Case sTudies
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lady bird johnson middle sChool

Architect   Corgan

Size    150,000 sf

Location   3601 W Pioneer Drive

    Irving, TX, United States

Project Type   Community, Education

Year Completed  2011

Certifications   Net-Zero

    LEED Gold

Cost    $29,000,000

Lady Bird Middle School, located in Irving, Texas, was the first net-zero middle school in Texas, 

and is the largest net-zero public school in the United States. Goals set for the building includes 

minimizing energy loss and reducing heat gain. reducing energy use, producing energy on site, and 

including eco friendly elements. The building now produces more energy that it consumes in a year 

through the use of geothermal heating, solar panel technology, wind turbines, rainwater harvesting, 

and smart solar management. 

Tools to manage these goal include increasing wall and roof R values to 30 through insulation and 

effectively designing around solar analysis to reduce heat gain and minimize energy loss. By using 

double-glazed windows, and shading first floors on the west through the second floor overhang 

reduced heat gain. To minimize energy, natural light is brought in and in the library’s floor to ceiling 

windows, frosted glass is incorporated to keep it to an optimal comfort level.

In order to reduce energy use, Corgan’s use of geothermal heating and cooling proved to be 

more efficient than standard HVAC systems. Daylight harvesting, natural lighting, and high-efficiency 

florescent and LED lights work together to create the most efficient and cost saving lighting 

environments.
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Lady Bird’s roof if comprised of two-thirds the roof being solar 
panels. Paired with twelve wind turbines, serve the buildings’ 
energy use and are a tool for learning for students.

To include friendly design elements, features such as a 
pulper, local brick, the flooring chosen, and water conservation 
are included. The pulper reduces the trash from dining by 
compressing and pulverizing waste generated from the cafeteria. 
By using recycled concrete columns, there is less waste 
through the building’s construction. Another material choice, 
brick, contained low life cycle and maintenance costs, and the 
eco-friendly flooring also contains easy to care for materials 
while reducing traffic volume. The final eco-friendly tool used 
was the water conservation tank that comes from the roof to 
be used as irrigation for the landscaping and a well is used to 
irrigate the football field.

By studying Lady Bird Middle 

School, I was able to see a well 

accomplished net-zero building 

within the educational realm of 

architecture. Looking forward I 

can use passive systems to 

influence my own design and 

understand what works and 

how many tools need to be 

included and work together 

to create efficient systems. 

The strategies included save 

the building money and the 

environment harm over time.
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sonoma aCademy’s janeT durgin 
guild & Commons

Architect   WRNS Studio

Size    19,000 sq ft

Location   2500 Farmers Ln

    Santa Rosa, California

Project Type   Education – K-12 School

Year Completed  2017

Certifications   Net-Zero

    LEED Gold

Cost    $17 million

In California, the Sonoma Academy is the first project to be awarded the Zero Carbon and Petal 

Certification be the international Living Future institute. The college allows for opportunities for 

students to have hands on experiences and integration into all parts of their education. Leading 

principles for the academy include creativity, inclusive community, exploration, and innovations. As 

part of the design process, sliding screens, automated shades, visible radiant system controls, 

and deep overhands were incorporated as a response to the climate.

As a material base, the design team chose regionally-sourced low carbon block, ceramic tiles, 

reclaimed beams, and exterior and interior sliding are paired with regionally-made lamps and 

furniture to celebrate community. There is a living roof, which also contains photovoltaics, and 

connects planters that filter gray water and storm water for reuse.

The building is worked into the landscape and connects the two floors on different ends to 

incorporate and utilize the land. The Y shape optimizes views and efficiency. Interior spaces 

include wood assembly, metal shop, digital media, and robotics. Connections between spaces and 

the outdoor spaces lead into one another and connect to the rural campus.
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The intentionality of 

design creates a 

successful connection of 

spaces. These spaces 

are with one another, 

the environment and 

the surrounding site. 

Integrated systems 

create sustainability 

and an open floor plan 

creates connectivity of 

the occupants with one 

another, their education, 

and the building and 

environment.

The design incorporates deep porches to protect from solar heat 

gain but the vast amounts of windows with the glazing used 

incorporate natural lighting and ventilation, while managing solar 

heat gain and obtaining optimal views. Ground source heat pumps 

also help the building regulate comfortable temperatures.
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södra Älvsborg hosPiTal PsyChiaTriC 
CliniC

Architect   White Arkitekter

Size    248,646 sq ft

Location   Borås, Sweden

Project Type   Hospital

Year Completed  2021

Certifications   2013 WAN Award Best 

    Future Healthcare Building

Cost    $68 million

Sodra Alvsborg Hospital creates a healing environment that protects patient integrity and a calming 

workplace for staff. By adopting a humanist design approach that encourages interaction with place and 

nature, the clinic provides a safe haven for patient recovery, relatives and staff alike. The design team 

did research on space psychology to best fulfill the emotional wellness of a psychiatric clinic.

They worked to create a clinic with the dignity of a public building, yet without the feeling of a closed 

institutional facility. The site has much outdoor space that interacts with the building itself and the 

users including patients and staff are able to use and explore. A main goal was to promote patient 

independence, freedom and self-responsibility. In addition, a calm and safe environment for staff, relatives 

and visitors could be established.

Healing through design included sensory gardens, natural light and ventilation, neutral color pallets, sun 

filters, and winding paths to name a few. The material base of wood for interior wall cladding, frames 

and selected floors help add cohesiveness and neutrality.
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The Program consists of inpatient wards, an emergency ward for an 80-
bed Adult Psychiatry Unit, a 10-bed Children and Adolescent Psychiatry 
Unit, and a rehabilitation unit and administrative offices. Designers looked 
into how there is a connection between the physical care environment 
ans patient well-being and recovery. There is a privacy allowed while 
opening up and promoting interaction with others and this option allows 
for patients to be comfortable in their surroundings and be sure of their 
safety.

The Sodra Alvsborg 
Clinic gives a practical 
showcase of how 
mental health is being 
treated through facility 
management and through 
the environment and 
spaces. By studying 
this project I am 
able to see from a 
medical standpoint how 
space psychology can 
be implemented into 
projects.
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biodiversiTy sChool and gymnasium

Architect   Chartier Dalix Architects

Size    72,828.62 sq ft

Location   Boulognne-Billancourt, France

Project Type   Primary School

Year Completed  2014

Cost    $21.37 million

Biodiversity school and gymnasium experiments with the blending of a school, with a bio-diverse 

experience. Architects Chartier Dalix emphasize wellness with activity and life within and on the building. 

Nature being brought back to urban settings is a strong lead for designs from the architects and can 

be seen in the school through wall design and green roofs. The innovative feature of the building is 

the structure, specifically the mineral wall and the hanging garden roof. The design of the plant life is a 

response to what would grow in that environment if the urban lifestyle had not taken over.
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The mineral wall is made of concrete blocks with one side being smooth and the other rough and 

ribbed. The function of this is to allow for the plant life to grow and direct water to the sides of the 

blocks in order to avoid premature aging and erosion. The living wall adds more dimension to the 

building and addition of the biodiversity brought to the environment. The next element used is the green 

roof system. The system is comprised of three levels of vegetation including a prairie, a shrub-land 

fringe, and a woodland. These are connected in a continuum and the elevated corridors are created 

through the natural environment that has been made to be imitate real landscapes. The intended 

function of the garden is to cultivate rich resources and help itself flourish, promoting the success of the 

biodiversity. The building structure is alive and benefits the life inside.

The program includes eighteen classroom and a gym. A leading component of the school includes health 

and activity. The gymnasium is large and holds the availability for many activities and the elevated  

exterior floors also hold room for sports and activities. There are 18 classrooms, which include 7 pre-

school and 11 primary school rooms, and a gymnasium which is open to the public. This school is a 

community project for the people as a whole.
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 The case studies previously mentioned have looping connections. Lady Bird Johnson 
Middle School and Sonoma Academy’s Janet Durgin Guild & Commons both focus on 
school design with an emphasis on sustainabiliy and net-zero design. Accompanied with 
being Net-Zero certified, both schools acheived LEED Gold status. They were each created 
within the last 11 years which show the push from clients and users towards more 
sustainable and healthier buildings.
 Differentiaing characteristics include intented age clientel, location, size, year completed, 
and cost. Sonoma Academy’s Janet Durgin Guild & Commons is the smallest and least, 
expensive, located the furthest west in California, and moving west would be Lady Bird. 
The middle school is in Texas and is the next largest in size and cost. The newest, most 
expensive, and largest building in size within these case studies is Södra Älvsborg Hospital 
Psychiatric Clinic.The most distinct characteristic of the clinic relating to my thesis research 
is the focus on mental well being and using architecture to heal patients.
 Healing patients though different living environments and design strategies works 
well in the new hospital facility and has the opportunity to be benifictial to students in the 
learning enviornent. Including elements to make adjustments work for those under psychiatric 
care within a high school could work to improve the mental well-being of children operating 
under normal circumstances. Lookingat schools, shows how working toward net-zero design 
can improve the program and layout of the building in order to acheive these goals.
 Connecting sustainable design that is healthy for the environment and design strategies 
that improve health for the individual are leading ideas to guide the design for this thesis 
proposal. Each of these buildings adapted to their site and surroundings for the optimal 
persormance, and reasearch about this site lead the design and made them each to what 
they became. Each project made well designed landscaping into consideration even with the 
varried opportunities due to site and building size and were successful in their own ways. 
 Designing for the future is a common theme within the mentionend buildingings and 
within the design field. LEED and WELL standards are becoming more popular goals and 
bettinging on these standards is pushing the future to a new way of thinking. Creating 
buildings that improve the environments and individuals is exciting for the community and 
something they can take pride in. A community that supports their school system carries 
over a lot of inspiration and pride, promting more security and participation to unify the 
area.
 To look at the case studies that helped inspire the research for the thesis project, a 
leading element among the very specific desgns, included improvements to the environment 
in which the occupantd spend long portions of their time within.

Case sTudy summary
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ProjeCT jusTifiCaTion
 School is a surrounding element while growing up and adds a foundation for 
education, social context, and health. Mental wellbeing aids in a holistic healthy lifestyle. 
Many children and families don’t have access to counseling or healthcare in general. 
By creating a learning environment in which children want to be in, they have the 
opportunity to focus on their education which is why they are sent there to begin with. 
When left untreated and not understanding mental health problems, they tend to grow 
and become more difficult in the lives of the individuals around they. To create a facility 
that helps treat and understand to serve the individuals and the community. 
 Another important aspect of my thesis project is how the community would 
respond to the building. Further making a connection with the students, staff and 
neighborhood could create stronger sense of place and purpose. Post occupancy 
evaluations would be important to see if mental health is improved, as well as 
occupancy satisfaction and ownership. Correlating factors could be measured to see if 
grades have improved, health benchmarks, or community involvement are impacted. 
 As a public facility the social response is an important factor in determining the 
success of the project. The location is set in Minneapolis where there are growing 
neighborhoods and new developments going in place leading to the increased need for 
space of those who are already there, as well as allowing for the neighborhood to grow 
even further than its current requirements. Being a public project, the school would also 
be funded by the public without profit. 
 From an economic standpoint, to incorporate passive and sustainable design 
strategies, the building could over time cost less to operate and maintain and be lighter 
on the environment. As designers move forward with more knowledge and technology, 
incorporating smart design starts to become the standard for design. Working with the 
environment and bringing nature into the city and a children’s environment is important 
to me when thinking of child growth, development, and wellbeing. 
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Thesis ConTexT
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1834 - 1st educational institution
  Rev. J.D. Stevens

1680 - 1st Visited
  St. Anthony Falls

hisTory of minneaPolis

        and minneaPolis sChools

1856 - Village of Minneapolis

1851 - University of Minnesota

1869 - Augsburg College

1819 - Fort Snelling
 Military Outpost

1867 - Minneapolis 
 Chartered as a City

1860 - St. Anthony
    Chartered as a City

1870 - Minneapolis is Country’s Top
 Producer of Flour

1849 - 1st Private School
  St. Anthony

1857 - 1st High School
  Central Union High

Central Union High
Encyclopedia Britannica, 2021

The Birthplace of Minneapolis
St. Anthony Heritage Board, 2011

Encyclopedia Britannica, 2021

Encyclopedia Britannica, 2021
A Brief History, 2013
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1889 - Minneapolis College 
 of Art and Design

1914 - Dunwoody College 
 of Technology

1930 - North Central University

1872 - Minneapolis and St. Anthony
 Merged

1950 - Peak Population 521,718
    Metropolitsn Area Increased

1874 - 6 School Buildings
  2.907 pupils
  4 Buildings in St. Anthony

1878 - One Board of education

Encyclopedia Britannica, 2021

Andersen 2021
 Carpenter

A Brief History, 2013

1922 - Total Enrollment in Elementary,
  Jounior High, and High School
  + 70 Thousand pupils

2021 - Anderson Middle school 
 6-8 Grades
 Changed From PK-8

1975 - Anderson United Opened
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 Mental health and the education and studies relating to schools began to 
develop in the 1890s within the Progressive Era and continued in the same 
methods until the 1930s. Part of the change in school structure happened because 
of urbanization and industrial change. An increase of days of attendance brought 
some information into the school carriculum rather than being taught at home. 
Health, industrial education, recreation, and ‘mental hygiene’ were some of the topics 
previously within homes brought into general education. Part of this original intention 
to improve schools was to fix the schools and the students.
 To begin solving the issue at had was the programs within the educational 
facilities. By collaborating with educators and social workers, a step towards 
progressive mental health information and care began. PArt of the other elements 
vrought in were school counseling, social work, special educatioin, and interaction 
within the various disciplines. The second area of focus after fixing the schools was 
fixing the students.
 The implication of helping these children is to improve their lives. Mental 
health services were seen as a toll for the larger picture. Academic and behavioral 
problems where the true problem these reformers were trying to solve. As a means 
to incorporate special education opportunities, those children who seemed to have 
mental health needs were able too partake in nongraded and special classes. To aid 
these behavioral and mental issues seen in students, the firstpsychological clinic was 
established.
 Built intentionally for children, the clinic expanded into schools, agencies, 
and churches. When initially brought into schools, counselor were considered to be 
vocational guidance who were merely teachers with a touch of additional training. 
The 1950s is when the role of a school counselor really took place and the federal 
government began to provide financial aid. The public consern brought more approval 
and furthered the act to improve mental health through educational institutes.
 After the 1950s the public eye really took hold of improving mental health 
and began to make it part of the community. Social activism and idealism of 
the 1960s brought the push through a mean of the community. The movements 
began with prevention and began to become more progressive with time and 
information. These progressions came in the form of assesments and treatment for 
the students struggling. Approaches taken to providing mental health services to 
school were school-based health centers, (SBHCs), expanded school mental health 
programs (ESMH), full service schools, and comprehensive school and systemwide 
approaches.
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  The first approach to providing mental health services is school-based health 
centers. Th core foundation of this method stemed through nursing and public 
health clinics. Brimary health at the time included mental health counseling and 
was expanded into schools by the 1980s.Originally was seen in the form of stricly 
nurses and most often within urban schools but began expaninging.
 Expanded school mental health programs took on a more universal range 
of services applying to regular and spectial education. The holistic imvolement 
comes from an older sense of community involement. Extended from diagnostics 
assessment, individual, group, family psychotherapy, crisis intervention, and case 
management. Aim was to help poorer community needs and decrease mortality 
rates.
 Full-Service Schools bring together multiple community resources to help 
young students. Primary health care and social services are the main interventions 
to help where is necessary. Linking the community to the school would provide 
additional aid for children and adults. Aid provided for all included language tutoring, 
community policing, childcare, traditional health, mental health, and social services.
 The last system was comprehensive school and systemwide approaches. 
Mental and social problems were seen to be the root of school failures, and so 
interventions were brought in to try to resolve this issue.Restructuring and reforming 
schools sought to adress mental health needs for all students. School safety, reform, 
and mental health were the components to make the approach comprehensive.
 All of these approaches to improve mental health were able to happen 
through community push and government funding. Parts of these approaches linger 
still and were neccessary to build upon and grow from.

Flaherty, 2002
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 WELL building standard was developed in 2014 to help promote healthier 

buildings and people as a whole. Before it was released, 6 years of development 

and research were done in order to get a grasp of how these goals could be 

accomplished and an idea of what truly constitues as healthier design for mind 

and body. Studies on environmental and space psychology have been done in 

correlation and independently of the WELL building standard.

 Moving folward with environmental wellness, mental wellness is being brought 

into architectural design. Architects have more knowledge and technology than 

every before and have the opportunity to make ground breaking designs that are 

unique and futuristic. Designing for the mental is in consideration to the human, to 

the body, and the mind.

 A social move to improving the mind and body come through in many ways 

in modern society, driving a constant need for improvement. With Minneapolis 

developing quickly there is opportunity to reconstruct the infastracture for the 

community. 

well sTandard ConTexT
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 Anderson Middle school sits in an urban setting that is constantly changing 

and evolving. The site has a context to the larger city with its own community for 

context. School design and programs within have changed with the time.

The site boundaries have remained the same overtime yet the community and 

programs can grown within.

 Safe spaces where children are comfortable and confident foster learning 

and healthy relationships with themselves, others, the environment, and their 

own education. A multitude of school interaction methods and mental health 

developments sets the future of schools and well-being ahead.

 Sites within urban context have the availability to let nature in and use 

sustainable development. Historical context can be brought along with growth and 

built upon. The future of Minneapolis is moving along with movements such as 

WELL standard, sustainable design, and mental health school systems.

ConTexT summary
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siTe analysis

Site Visit November 27, 2021
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Site Visit November 27, 2021

Site

Parks

Hospitals

Commercial

Residential

Streets

Highways

Sun

Noise

Winter Winds

Summer Winds

Andersen 
Middle School
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qualiTaTive asPeCTs

 Surrounding buildings consist of single family homes, hospital facilities, lab reseach 

facility, and parking. Healthcare facities included are Children’s Minnesota Hospital, 

Children’s Heart Clinic PA, Allina Health Piper Building Pharmacy, Abbott Northwestern 

Hospital, and Allina Health Laboratory. The healthcare complex lines the west side of 

the site, being a barrier between it and the nearby highway. 

 Surrounding Traffic routs include 35W on the west, 94 to the north, and 

Hiawatha Ave to the east. Streets are in a narrow grid in the nearby neighborhood. 

There is limited parking on site and nearby street parking is compact and used mostly 

by the residential users that line the streets. While the site is set into a mostly 

residential area, it is close to major hgihways and not far from the downtown area.

 Since most of the buildings lining the site are residential, three of the four sides 

are a maximum of two stories, while the hospital to the west is eight. The building is 

typically occupied from 8 am to 3 pm, so the sun directly interacts with the building 

and site throughout its occupied hours and through the seasons. Its locaned in an urban 

setting with new development in the area. 

 Much of the residential homes are older and slightly run down while the hospital 

campus is newer and leaves room for further development. The park directly to the 

north is not technically owned by the school but is used for school functions. On site 

are some trees and a small garden for the school.

 The park offers some green space directly adjacent from the space. Neighborbood 

streets are lined with trees. Residential homes offer some yard space to the visual 

landscape, yet is limited due to the density of the area. Adding more plantings to the 

site would add to the visual aesthetic, learning environment, and health of community.
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 Current building is made of concrete  and red brick on the north side with a red 

metal roof. Colorful mossaics line the exterior walls in organic swirling design that shines 

in the daylight. The roof is composed of a triangle and square grid oriented 45 degrees 

from the north axis.

 The current building is set cak from the street about 35 feet on the south side 

and 40 feet on the east and west. The south side contains a buss drop off location 

that comes off of anderson lane which is a one way street that goes west. Parking is 

located on the northeast with limited spots.

Google Maps

Carpenter, 2021
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SunCalc

Winter SolsticeSummer Solstice

Temperature Climate

Climate Data
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2727 10th Ave S

Minneapolis, MN 55407

PID

Parcel Area

Owner

Property Type

Year Built

School District

Watershed District

Soil Type

St. Peter Sandstone
Platterville + Glenwood Formations

Bedrock Geology

Hennepin GIS

3502924310101

4.12 acres

179,301 sq ft

School District No 1

Commercial-Preffered

1986

001

6

D64B

Urban land-Hubbard complex, Mississippi River Valley, 

0 to 8 percent slopes

quanTiTaTive asPeCTs
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 Site is mostly utilized by the build structure with a few cut outs for small play-

grounds that are fenced in. The building pad is nearly complerely flat, with a small 

slope down toward the road on the west side. The larger context is set into a busy 

part of Minneapolis with a high density of buildings not allowing for much varience in 

contours.W

  The closest body of  water is the Mississippi River located to the northeast of 

the site. In Minnesota, the surfaces of lakes, streams, and wetlands commonly represent 

the water-table elevation because these water bodies commonly receive groundwater 

contributions. The water table is relatively high in this area with a medium depth to that 

water table.

 Bedrock geology of the area is made up of St. Peter Sandstone and Platterville 

and Glenwood formations. and the soil is made of D64B, soil type 1 is urban land, 

soil type 2 is Hubbord, and soil type 3 is Mosford.

2’ Contours
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soil Taxonomy

foresT ProduCTiviTy

Symbol     Common Name      Site Index      Site Index Curve Number       Productivity  (cu.ft / ac. / yr.)

Soil Web

hydrauliC and erosion raTings

Order

Suborder

Greatgroup

Subgroup

Family

Soil Series

Mollisols

Udolls

Hapudolls

Entic Hapludolls

Sandy, mixed, frigid Entic Hapludolls

Hubbard

Wind Erodibility Group

Wind Erodibility Index

T Erosion Factor

Drainage

Hydric Rating / Hydrologic Group

Parent Material:

Total Plant Available Water (cm):

2

134

5

Excessively Drained

No [Group A]

Sandy Alluvium

14.05
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Minneapolis is located in a Zone 

4b for growing hardiness. With-

in this zone, the average annual 

extreme minimum temperature is 

-20° to -25° F, and maximum 

75° to 85° F. When consider-

ing plants to incorporate into the 

landscape, rain, light, humidity, 

wind, and soil type also need to 

be considered (Bachman’s).



Energy Consumption 
 Aspects of energy consumption for the project that can be measured are electricity,  

 heating, cooling, ventilation. Measuring each one in their respective units of measurement 

 and comparing to a baseline and then a high-performance level to see where the 

 building lands. Working towards high performance, low energy usage will help to

 determine the success of the building design.  

Environmental Performance 
 How the building operates within its environment and how it affects its site is important 

 when considering the success of a project. LEED standard is an excellent guideline to 

 follow when looking at the environmental impact and design strategies to implement while 

 in the design process. After project completion, looking to get certified is a tool of 

 measurement that can judge by the standards that have been set in place and reviewed 

 by many. And while the standard can continuously evolve, so too can designers to 

 improve their standard for a sustainable set point. 

Behavioral Performance 
 Possibly the most important analysis of my project would be the response from the 

 occupant. Stress levels, happiness, engagement, grades, and overall community mood of 

 the school look to judge the performance. Surveys can be taken for the perceived 

 happiness and success while in grades can show their own trend of teacher and student 

 response to the atmosphere. There is a lot of variances that can rise when judging 

 perceived success while grades are a set standard grading level. There can be a 

 variety of levels when determining the success of the project’s behavioral performance 

 from the viewpoint of students, faculty, and community, but when combining the  

 responses there will be a response that can cover the project.

74

PerformanCe CriTeria
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Psychological Impact 
 Psychological impacts often need psychological responses and analysis to determine  

 the success and interpretations of a space. Following WELL building standard is a 

 goal and guideline for my project. Designing for the occupants is the main driving 

 point and creating a positive experience that can create healthier atmosphere and 

 carry over to other parts of their lives. If the building can be certified under the 

 WELL v2 standard, the project can be considered a success. The work done to have 

 this as a standard shows the improvement it can have to impact on the health and 

 wellness of the occupants. 

Code Compliance 
 Standard codes set in place for location and topology of the project are mandatory 

 with a public school and any building design. Complying with the code is important 

 criteria for the project and has been set in place by state and local laws. 

Cost 
 When using LEED building standard as a guiding design principal, it is implied that 

 over time the building the initial cost will be less and more efficient when designing 

 for environmental impacts. Comparing lifelong costs and initial costs of different 

 systems will determine the most benefits and best solution. 

A leading standard for the project criteria is how closely it follows the WELL building 

standard. Following the guideline when designing the project and then after seeking 

certification would be logical to determining the success of the project and the goals sought 

out. WELL certification ties in the people and the psychological impact of the architecture 

on the community that it is being designed for. Part of the thesis project is to make 

improvements for individuals and future ways of design thinking. While achieving these 

certifications aren’t the only criteria to determine its success, they are good benchmarks for 

theoretical proposals and designs. 
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Administration

Atrium

Science

Math

Social Studies

Literature

Spectial Education

Art

Physical Education

Music

Auditorium

Kitchen

Dining

Mechanical

sPaCe Programing
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Administration

Atrium
Math

Art

Music

Special 
Education

Social Studies
Literature

Auditorium

Dining

Mechanical

Physical 
`Education

Kitchen

Science
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ProCess
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 After analyzing the current building I decided to completely remodel the 
school. With the brutalist structure, it is difficult to allow light in and the floor 
plans that are present are very condensed and confusing. When looking for 
inspiration I started by looking at the angular form and attempting to rearrange 
the new spaced incorporated. 
 By working with stacking and rearranging I was able to get some unique 
forms to proceed with. A key component of the programing was separating noise 
levels in different areas of the building. I wanted to ensure noise comfort levels 
and so I worked in mass modeling with color coding of room type to initialize 
spacing for the proposed building.
 Rhino was a helpful tool in quickly moving around masses in space and 
relative sizing to create realistic dimensions to proceed with when moving into 
revit. Revit was an excellent tool when working out exact sizing and finishing the 
project.
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mass modeling design 
ConfiguraTions

various designs PlaCed 
on siTe
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floor Plans originaTed in 
a boxy orienTaTion wiTh 
offseTs ThaT were slighTly 
randomized. as The form 
Progressed, a slighT Curve 
was inTroduCed on The 
baCK end of The building. 
as The Program was 
furTher develoPed, The 
baCK side of The building 
smooThed ouT even 
furTher and The hallways 
smooThed ouT inTo a 
similar Curve. alTering 
The inTerior made The 
flow beCome more sensible 
and CreaTed a more 
eleganT and Calming PaTh 
ThroughouT The building. 
Class sizes were varied 
more in The final ProduCT 
To meeT The various 
needs of The differenT 
Classroom TyPologies. as 
The floor Plans Changed, 
so Too did The ouTdoor 
PlaTforms. The final form 
has walKing PaThs ThaT 
exTend along The building 
liKe a baCK PorCh on eaCh 
oCCuPied floor.

Phase one of floor Plans show The boxy and ridgid sTarT To The 
begining design. overall form, rooms, and layouT are geomeTriCal.

Phase 1, floor 1

Phase 1, floor 2

Phase 1, floor 3

Phase 1, floor 4
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Phase Two of floor Plans shows The shifT of The 
CurvaTure of The baCK of The form and The hall begining 
To beCome more elongaTed.

The final floor Plans show The Curved 
baCK of The building and a refleCTion 
wiThin The building Through Curved halls.

Phase 2, floor 1
floor 1

Phase 2, floor 2
floor 2

Phase 2, floor 3 floor 3

floor 4
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midTerm PersPeCTive of The 
norTh side of The building 
begins To show The ouTdoor 
PlaTforms on eaCh level and 
ConsideraTions for indows used.

midTerm PersPeCTive of The 
souTh side of The building 
shows The ConsideraTion of a 
fronT enTranCe. a varieTy of 
window TyPes are shown as 
They were Considered for The 
final ProduCT.

The souThwesT PersPeCTive 
shows The building’s form afTer 
CirCle windows were PlaCed 
buT before maTerials were 
assigned and before PlanTs and 
furniTure were inCorPoraTed. 
This image shows The bare 
bones of The form.

seCond PersPeCTive of exTerior aT midTerm To furTher exPlore The oPening PossibiliTies for The baCK 
side of The building.
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 sun sTudies were used ThroughouT The ProCess when PlaCing windows and rearranging The 
form. bringing The model inTo ensCaPe ThroughouT The ProCess and using The sun Tool To see how 
The building would inTeraCT wiTh The naTural lighT. wiTh my baCKground in PhoTograPhy i enjoy doing 
sun sTudies To see how sPaCes Come alive wiTh differenT lighTing. Knowing from a PhoTograPher’s 
viewPoinT of waTChing arChiTeCTure and life inTeraCT wiTh lighT was CruCial for me when designing a 
sPaCe ThaT oThers would Thrive in.

 The easTern sTairCase is a Key design feaTure wiThin my building. wiThin This sPaCe masses of 
naTural lighT are broughT in, a view of The sTruCTure and maTerials are highlighTed, and loTs of 
greenery all Come TogeTher wiThin This sPaCe. wiTh The amounT of TraffiC ThaT would flow Through 
here in beTween Classes and before and afTer sChool, iT was a foCal PoinT wiThin The design ProCess 
and helPed To insPire The oTher ComPonenTs of The building suCh as oTher sTairCases and hallways.

renders of sTairCase aT The midTerm review
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blaCK and whiTe PersPeCTives of sun sTudies 
show The various lighT CondiTions wiThin The 
building ThroughouT The day.
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resPonse 
To goals

free flowing air is disTribuTed ThroughouT The 
building and mainTains a fresh and healThy air 
exChange. allowing oCCuPanTs To reCieve fresh, 
ouTdoor air is enCouraged. indoor PlanTs and 
Those on siTe also helP To mainTain a level of 
freshness.

fresh waTer is readily available To sTudenTs and 
sTaff wiThin The building. in siTe waTer feaTures 
are added for visual Pleasure and as a sourCe of 
audiTory ComforT. This relaxaTion CreaTes a Calm 
ConneCTion To naTure.

large windows are PlaCes ThroughouT The 
building To inCorPoraTe as muCh naTural 
sunlighT as Possible. windows line The halls 
To Carry The sunlighT ThroughouT The sChool 
and oPening The floor PlaTes and CreaTing an 
oPen aTmosPhere.

wiThin The sChool building, subjeCTs and 
aCTiviTies are ClusTeres wiThin Close ProximiTy 
To one anoTher To allow for inTeraTion 
and ConneCTion wiThin The disCiPlines. Close 
ConneCTions To inner disCiPlines shorTens 
disTanCes beTween Classes. in ConTrasT, The 
siTe has PaThways ThaT wind ThroughouT To 
enCourage movemenT and aCTiviTy.

eduCaTion for The body ConTinues as a viTal Tool 
in KeePing individuals ThroughouT Their lifesPan 
healThy. on siTe are gardens for The CommuniTy 
and sChool To grow ProduCe and learn more abouT 
horTiCulTure. andersen middle sChool is seT To 
have a faCs and healTh Classroom added To The 
Program.

air

waTer lighT

nourishmenT movemenT
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CommuniTy

ConneCTion To The hosPiTal sTudenTs and 
sTaff and The residenTial CommuniTy is 
fosTers Through The shared siTe To The 
norTh. ameniTies suCh as gardens, a ParK, 
PaThways, and aThleTiC fields are available 
for all To use.

well v2 sTandard was used as a 
guildline as Per my original goals were 
sTaTed. The sysTem has aligned Ten design 
ConCePTs in whiCh CreaTed sPaCes in whiCh 
oCCuaPnTs have noTed being a PosiTve 
resPonse wiThin Their living and worKing 
enviornmenTs. by using The well v2 
sTandard as a goal i was able To looK aT 
examPles when designing and worK Toward 
meeTing ThaT sTandard.

for oPTimal sound barriers, Classes suCh as 
PhysiCal healTh, musiC, and shoP Classes are 
loCaTed furTher from Classrooms ThaT require 
a more quieT and foCused aTmosPhere. The 
souTheasT Corner and uPPer levels house The 
Classes ThaT are TradiTionally more leCTure 
and sTudy foCused. maTerials suCh as wood 
and hdPe loCKers aid in CuraTing oPTimal 
sound levels.

minnesoTa harbors exTreem weaTher CondiTions 
ThroughouT The year, adding Trees ThaT aCT as 
wind breaKs To The siTe. The way The building 
wraPs To The norTh worKs as a meThod To leT 
The air Pass Through. mainTaining ConsisTenT 
TemPeraTures ThaT are ConduCive To learning 
also worK To meeT This sTandard.

foCusing on healThy and innovaTive 
learning seTTings brings wellness To The 
oCCuPanTs of andersen middle sChool. 
oPen Plan Classrooms ThaT adjusT 
To meeT The needs of The sTudenT, 
aCTiviTy TyPe, and TeaChing sTyles. This 
enviornmenT fosTers learning and healThy 
mindseT Towards sChool and learning.

wood is used as The Primary sTruCTural 
elemenT for iTs naTural warmTh and Calmness 
as well wa The Ceilings To add aCousTiCal 
aid. hdPe loCers were PlaCed insTead of 
TradiTional meTal loCKers To deCease noise 
levels in The halls and iT is a sTrong and 
durable maTerial. Terrazzo flooring is durable 
for high TraffiC areas, easily mainTained, ans 
has unique and Colorful design oPTions.

sound

Thermal ComforT mind

maTerials

movemenT
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CommuniTy

siTe ameniTies
 ParK

 baseball field
 sofTball field
 gardens

 PaThs

involvemenT wiThin building
 gym and audiTorium oPen To evenTs

Curve aPPeal ThaT inviTes PeoPle To sTay and linger

a building bloCK of ConneCTion is inviTaTion and The feeling of 
belonging. by inCorPoraTing feaTures ThaT serve The neighboring siTes 
The area is more liKely To inTeraCT in a naTural way. adding gardens 
wiTh waTer feaTures, seaTing, and shading allows for PeoPle To Come 
TaKe breaKs or enjoy a walK.

an original goal of The ProjeCT when redesigning andersen middle 
sChool was To rebuild and PromoTe CommuniTy engagemenT. by looKing 
aT CommuniTy needs, whaT exCiTes The grouP, and The environmenT i 
was able To inTenTionally design sPaCes in whiCh grouPs and individuals 
wanTed To be in.
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safeTy

TraffiC
 seParaTing PedesTrian TraffiC
 seParaTing ParenT and bus droP off

seTTing baCK The building from The road

barriers of Trees and shrubs raTher Than gaTes and fenCes

CreaTing ouTdoor sPaCe ThaT doesn’T have aCCess To The PubliC
 

using imProvemenT of safeTy led The exTerior design. when visiTing 
The siTe in Person, feelings of a Cold and unwelComing environmenT 
were PresenT whiCh made The need To redesign PrevalenT. oCCuPanT 
and visiTors need more effeCTive and friendly Tools of safeTy whiCh 
was my goal To imProve.

by CreaTing naTural barriers The level of safeTy inCreases as well 
as The aesTheTiC from how They were imPlemenTed. safeTy and a 
welComing feel Tied TogeTher CreaTes a naTural sense of seCuriTy 
where PeoPle are able To enjoy and feel ComforTable in Their 
environmenTs.
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ProjeCT soluTion
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nourishmenT - eduCaTion for The body ConTinues as a viTal Tool in KeePing individuals ThroughouT Their lifesPan 
healThy. on siTe are gardens for The CommuniTy and sChool To grow ProduCe and learn more abouT horTiCulTure. 
andersen middle sChool is seT To have a faCs and healTh Class added To The CurriCulum. 
movemenT - wiThin The sChool building, subjeCTs and aCTiviTy TyPes are ClusTered wiThing Close ProximiTy To one 
anoTher To allow for inner ConneCTion. Close ConneCTions To inner disCiPles also shorTens disTanCe when moving 
Classes ThroughouT The sChool day. in ConTrasT, The siTe has PaThways ThaT wind ThroughouT To enCourage aCTiviTy 
and movemenT.
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floor Plans

floor 1

World 
Cultures

Art

Choir

Band

Drafting

Wood 
Shop

Metal
Shop

seParaTing Classroom TyPes was a sTrong ParT of The Programming and layouT of The building. i 
wanTed To ensure noise ConTrol for The ares of The building ThaT require more ConCenTraTion. 
The gymnasium and CafeTeria are on The wesT side of The building, following adminisTraTion, some 
general Classrooms, followed To The norTh by The shoPs, and furThesT norTh are The musiC rooms.
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floor 2

Language 
Development

Language 
Development

Spanish 
Language 

Development

Spanish 
Language 

Development

Spanish 
Language 

Development

Language 
Arts

Language 
Arts

Language 
Arts

Language 
Arts Social 

Studies

Social 
Studies

Social 
Studies

Social 
Studies

andersen  middle sChool has a large minoriTy PoPulaTion and a sTrong language develoPmenT.  
The imPorTanCe of diversiTy in The sChool maKes Their develoPed language Program a ParT of 
Pride for The sChool. PlaCing Classes  ThaT are similar To one anoTher  helPs enCourage 
inner CommuniCaTion ThroughouT The Program and helPs PromoTe inner ConneCTion and inTeraCTion.
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floor 3

Math

Math

Math

Math

Math

Science

Science

Science

Science

Science

Horticulture

Counseling

sTem Classes, suCh as maTh and sCienCe are PlaCed on The Third floor for The grouPing 
of general eduCaTion  Classes  ThaT are required for all sTudenTs. horTiCulTure has 
been added and is direCTly ConneCTed To The ouTdoor walKways whiCh have  PlanTs 
growing ouTdoors and greenhouses for The Children To geT hands on exPerienCe.
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floor 4

ActivitiesActivities

Business

FACS
Break

Special 
Education

Special 
Education

Robotics

Engineering

Engineering

Computer 
Science

Computer 
Science

Wellness

adding Classes To oPen uP The learning oPPorTuniTies was an exCiTing ParT of being able To bring more oPPorTuniTies  
engineering, roboTiCs, faCs, business, and sPeCial eduCaTion Classes are added on The fourTh floor To add diversiTy.
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mind - foCusing on healThy and innovaTive learning seTTings 
brings wellness To The oCCuPanTs of andersen middle sChool. 
oPen Plan Classrooms ThaT are adjusTable To fiT The sTudenT, 
aCTiviTy TyPe, and TeaChing sTyle’s needs fosTer learning and a 
healThy mindseT Towards sChool and learning.

Classroom

Classroom seCTion
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ThroughouT The sChool are Counseling and breaK rooms To allow 
for menTal healTh aid Through Programing. To aCCommodaTe raTional 
emoTive behavior TheraPy and mulTi Tier levels of suPPorT These 
sPaCes made addiTional learning and Personal needs available To The 
building’s oCCuPanTs. wiTh The abundanCe of sounds and disTraCTions 
ThaT go on around a sChool, having a relief allows  for individuals 
To have a slighT reseT

Colors suCh as blue and green are shown To imProve foCus and 
CreaTe Calming environmenTs whiCh are PerfeCT for learning sPaCes.

Counseling breaK room
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siTe Plan
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ConneCTion To The 
hosPiTal sTudenTs, 
sTaff, and The 
residenTial CommuniTy 
is fosTered Through 
The shared siTe To The 
norTh. ameniTies suCh 
as gardens, a ParK, 
PaThways, a baseball, 
and sofTball field are 
available for all To 
use. 

CommuniTy

CommuniTy ParK

CommuniTy fields

CommuniTy garden
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seParaTe sPaCes for guardians and buses for added safeTy. 
seT baCK from The sTreeT and lined wiTh Trees raTher Than 
seParaTing iT wiTh gaTes.

siTe Plan for TraffiC 

buss droP off rouT

ParenT droP 
off rouT
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easT enTranCe

souTh enTranCe
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easT sTairwell

inTerior PersPeCTive renders show The oPen and lighT feel of The halls and sTairs. These 
images show maTerials, Color ChoiCes, lighT inTeraCTion, bioPhiliC design, and sChool Pride. 
by seTTing The firsT glanCes of The sChool To This sTandard iT will refleCT The resT of The 
inTerior and The PersPeCTive of Those visiTing.

Third floor hallway
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easT sTairwell

seCond floor hallway
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a leading ComPonenT of my design inCluded bringing lighT and PlanT liKe 
ThroughouT The building. by adding large PlanTers ThroughouT The halls 
This greenery reaChes all and is nourished by The sunlighT ThaT reaChes in. 
The sPaCe is oPened uP furTher from The holes ThaT CuT Through The floor 
PlaTes.

easT sTaiCase PersPeCTive
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PlanTer box PersPeCTive

hallway CuT ouTs PersPeCTiveeasT sTaiCase PersPeCTive
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norTh elevaTion

souTh elevaTion

seCTion 1

norTh and wesT elevaTions show The baCK of The building ThaT is more PrivaTe and organiC. The CirCle windows wiTh various heighTs shw Clearly The fun aesPeCT 
ThaT relaTes To Children. The exTerior PlaTforms are also disPlay wiThin These elevaTions and how The buildind is seT baCK in as iT goes uP.

souTh and eaT elevaTions show The more geomeTriCal faCades of The building. These relaTe To The hosTPiTal CamPus To The wesT, and have a more buisness feel.
large glass CuTouTs bring in The souThern lighT exPosure whiCh varry from The CirCle windows ThaT reCieve more diffused lighT.

seCTions 1 and Two show furTher how These various elevaTions and The floor Plans effeCT The inTerior of The building. seCTion one shows The underground ParK-
ing, The size of The gym in ComParison To oTher ParTs of The building, and The meChaniCal room on The fifTh floor. seCTion 2 highlighTs The walKways more in 
dePTh and Their relaTionshiP To The inTerior exiTs. boTh elevaTions give a furTher looK inTo The movemenT ThroughouT The building.
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wesT elevaTion

easT elevaTion

seCTion 2

norTh and wesT elevaTions show The baCK of The building ThaT is more PrivaTe and organiC. The CirCle windows wiTh various heighTs shw Clearly The fun aesPeCT 
ThaT relaTes To Children. The exTerior PlaTforms are also disPlay wiThin These elevaTions and how The buildind is seT baCK in as iT goes uP.

souTh and eaT elevaTions show The more geomeTriCal faCades of The building. These relaTe To The hosTPiTal CamPus To The wesT, and have a more buisness feel.
large glass CuTouTs bring in The souThern lighT exPosure whiCh varry from The CirCle windows ThaT reCieve more diffused lighT.

seCTions 1 and Two show furTher how These various elevaTions and The floor Plans effeCT The inTerior of The building. seCTion one shows The underground ParK-
ing, The size of The gym in ComParison To oTher ParTs of The building, and The meChaniCal room on The fifTh floor. seCTion 2 highlighTs The walKways more in 
dePTh and Their relaTionshiP To The inTerior exiTs. boTh elevaTions give a furTher looK inTo The movemenT ThroughouT The building.
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PerformanCe analysis

resPonse To siTe

PiCKing andersen middle sChool seT uP iTs own unique ParameTers 
To follow and researCh. The siTe was a small PloT of land wiThin 
an urban seTTing and a shared siTe wiTh The PubliC To The norTh. 
The sTreeTs, and neighboring buildings all inTeraCT wiTh The siTe and 
influenCes=d The design ProCess.

sChools are seT To eduCaTe young individuals buT The loCaTion and 
sChool TyPe boTh Play an imPorTanT role of how They funCTion.new 
Programs wiThin meanTal healTh aid and ProTed=CTion for sChools 
would Come Through in Programing and influenCe The way individuals 
inTeraCT wiTh The building and wiTh one anoTher on siTe.

ToPo;ogiCal researCh of sChools was done on a varieTy of imPorTanT 
feaTures ThaT were influenCTial To The design. wiTh sChools in franCe 
bringing safeTy and naTure To The Children, The influenCe To CreaTe 
a mulTidimenTional sPaCe where individuals were exCiTed To learn was 
highlighy insiTeful. oTTher sChools are bringing design TeChniques for 
sTudenTs To learn and ThaT benifiT Their siTe and The enviornmenT.

KeePing my goals in mind was a ConsTanT inTerworKing of how To 
maKe Those haPPen. my ToP goals were imProving menTal healTh for 
sTudenTs and sTaff, The well v2 sTandard, CommuniTy engamenT, 
and safeTy. The four goals worKed wiTh one anoTher To PromoTe a 
holisTiC aPProaCh To wellness.

resPonse To ConTexT

resPonse To TyPologiCal researCh

resPonse To goals
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resPonse To siTe
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 downTown minneaPolis mainTains a busy environmenT wiTh growTh, CulTure, 
and diversiTy. while diversiTy in individuals is CelebraTed, a differenCe in learning 
oPPorTuniTies is noT. all Children should be allowed The oPPorTuniTy To have safe and 
healThy learning environmenTs ThaT seT Them uP for a more PosiTive fuTure.
 by designing in minneaPolis i was able To use my Personal Knowledge of The area 
wiTh researCh To visiT and analyze The siTe To imProve The sChool and CommuniTy. having 
PubliC green sPaCe ThroughouT The meTro area is imPorTanT and maKing iT seem user 
friendly also needs To Come inTo Play when designing.

siTe maP

siTe sTudy
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 The resPonse To The harsh faCade and enTranCe was To inCorPoraTe more green 
sPaCe, Change maTerial PaleTTe, and seT baCK The sPaCe from The TraffiC. The souTheasT 
side of The new building follows The aesTheTiC of The CamPus To The wesT and PresenTs 
a sTronger visual ConneCTion Than The Previous building. reviTalizing The sChool helPs To 
show The develoPing neighborhood in a beTTer lighT.
 Through naTural barriers Those driving by are more liKly To slow down and 
waTCh ouT Through a naTural sense of observaTion. CreaTing a siTe ThaT visiTors wanT 
To Travel To beyond The sChool day CreaTes a buis aTmosPhere ThaT CreaTes a soCial 
neTworK of individuals KeePing a looK ouT and observing The siTe.

CurrenT souTheasT Corner

CurrenT souThwesT Corner

CurrenT souTh enTranCe

uPdaTed souTh enTranCe

uPdaTed souTheasT Corner

uPdaTed souTheasT Corner birdseye view
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 mainTaining CommuniTy ameniTies ThaT are imPorTanT To The siTe develoPmenT. The 
baseball and sofTball fields were KePT buT reorganized, The Playground uPdaTed, and 
gardens and seaTing added. enComPassing as muCh life inTo The PubliC sPaCe as Possible 
inviTes human life To sTay and linger.`
 seaTing and Covered areas ThaT inviTe PeoPle To sTay longer CreaTes a grouP of 
regular visiTors who will visiT The siTe. wiTh These gardens and Tables and seaTing To 
The norThwesT Those from The hosPiTal CamPus Can enjoy The ouTdoors on Their breaKs 
or Time off.
 The imPorTanCe of uPdaTing faCiliTies on siTe is imPorTanT for safeTy and liveliness 
however iT is unforTunaTe how long many go T=wiThouT being rePlaCed due To a laCK of 
funding. a new Playground wiTh The sChool Colors PromoTes CommuniTy and sChool Pride 
along wiTh fun and exerCise.

CurrenT basKeTball CourT

CurrenT baCK of building and sofTball field

uPdaTed sofTball field

uPdaTed ParK

uPdaTed norThwesT siTe Corner
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resPonse To TyPologiCal researCh
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when looKing To bring wellness inTo eduCaTional 
faCiliTies, iT is imPorTanT To be able To reCognize 
Those who need addiTional helP in Their learning 
exPerienCe. inCorPoraTing mulTi Tiered sysTems 
of suPPorT (mTss) inTo andersen middle 
sChool Came inTo effeCT visually wiThin The 
sChool Through The Programing. inCorPoraTing 
Counseling and breaK rooms ThroughouT The 
sChool maKes addiTional learning readily 
available and allows for Trained sTaffing To 
have a PhysiCal sPaCe near The resT of The 
base level of learning To ensure sTudenTs are 
reCeiving adequaTe helP. The Classrooms serve 
all levels buT sTarT wiTh Tier one, who need 
minimal addiTional helP ouTside of The sTandard 
Classroom seTTing. The larger Counseling rooms 
helP To serve Tier Two who reCeive addiTional 
helP, buT wiThin grouP seTTings. finally, Tier 
Three, generally needs one-on-one aTTenTion and 
small breaK rooms are There To serve Them as 
well as The sTaff. wellness and eduCaTion are 
readily available To Those wiTh various needs 
ThroughouT The whole sChool.

mulTi-Tiered sysTem of suPPorTs diagram

sTudy Cubbies sTudy window
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mirPlay

mirPlay
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oPen Plan Classrooms were shown 
To be a PosiTive was of brining 
CreaTive learning inTo The Classroom. 
when TeaChers TooK The flexibiliTy 
and made iT Their own, These sPaCes 
were able To be uTilized To The 
fullesT. furniTure ThaT worKs in a 
varieTy of arrangemenTs will maKe 
unique learning siTuaTions Possible. 
rearrangeable desKs allow for 
leCTure sTyle learning and grouP 
worK. ComforTable seaTing worKs 
well for sTudying and CreaTive ideas. 
adjusTing Classroom sized To abouT 
one TeaCher To TwenTy sTudenTs 
allows for individuals To reCeive 
individual aTTenTion and ensure all 
sTudenTs are sTaying on TraCK and 
absorbing The neCessary informaTion.

uPdaTed Classroom seCTion oPen Classroom examPles

rearangable desK examPles
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CriTique of aPPlied researCh
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 when looKing aT my goals and reseaCh There are sPeCifiC faCTors ThaT were 
`more helPful Than oThers. sTrong Personal goals suCh as bringing in lighT and 
PlanTlife CerTainly guided my design and researCh. researCh ThaT Played The biggesT 
role in my design Came foward Through Classroom size, TyPe, hallway layouT, and 
windows.
 menTal healTh and wellness were a sTarTing PoinT afTer hearing and learning 
abouT The Trouble Children faCe and The Problems ThaT arise wiThin sChools. Programs 
ThaT were new To me inCluded mulTi-Tiered sysTem of suPPorTs and raTional emoTive 
behavior TheraPy. a way of imPlamenTing These Programs Through arChiTeCTure was 
Through The alloTed sPaCes and helP available. 
 oPen Classroom Planning was anoTher sTraTegy from researCh ThaT was a 
new ConCePT To me. TradiTional leCTure Classrooms do noT fiT all The needs of The 
oCCuPanTs or The maTerial being learned. by inCluding The Two The sChool has a beTTer 
way of inCorPoraTing new learning and TeaChing meThods To reaCh all sTudenTs needs.
 going along wiTh CaTering To The sTudenTs’ needs is Their biologiCal needs. 
Through researCh i found ouT more uPon The effeCTs of biooPhiliC design. bringing life 
inside is able To helP wiTh ConCenTraTion, self-esTeem, and energy levels whiCh all Play 
an imPorTanT role in sTudenT develoPmenT. naTural enviornmenTs bring abouT PosiTive 
effeCTs whiCh leads inTo The well v2 sTandard.
 while This design sTraTegy is a benifiCial Tool for designers To CreaTe healThy 
sPaCes for The oCCuPanTs, i ThinK ThaT i Could have dove deePer inTo some of The 
sTraTegies lisTed. my main foCuses wiThin The ProjeCT were lighT, mind, movemenT, and 
CommuniTy, and while i believe ThaT i aChieved ProfiCienCy wiThin These PoinTs, i wish i 
would have dove deePer inTo more of The ComPonenTs of The well v2 sTandard.
 anoTher goal led Through researCh was safeTy. Through researCh on sChool 
droP offs and feeling of safeTy and seCuriTy, i ThinK The siTe was imProved. a sTrong 
ComPonenT of safeTy is how The oCCuPanTs refleCT uPon Their sPaCe and enviornmenT. 
be CreaTing more naTural barriers and sePeraTing TraffiC, There CreaTed a more 
inherenT sense od seCuriTy and a higher waTChfullness for Those who Pass The siTe.
 overall The researCh i ConduCTed Prior To and during The design Phase was 
quiTe useful in undersTanding whaT wellness means and how ThaT Can be broughT inTo 
eduCaTional faCiliTies. while The researCh i aPPlied was helPful, i would have liKed To 
do more researCh on susTainabiliTy, whaT new TeChnology is being inCorPoraTed inTo 
sChools and how sChools aCross The world are TeaChing and how They are being builT. 
wiTh more informaTion Comes more oPPorTuniTes whiCh is The brillianCe of eduCaTion.
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FRESH WATER IS AVAILABLE TO STUDENTS AND

STAFF IN THE BUILDING. ON SITE WATER

FEATURES ARE ADDED FOR VISUAL PLEASURE

AND A SOURCE OF AUDIO COMFORT AND

RELAXATION AS WELL AND CREATES A CALM

CONNECTION TO NATURE.

ANDERSEN MIDDLE SCHOOL IS LOCATED IN MINNEAPOLIS MINNESOTA, THE SITE IS IMPACTED BY

NOISE, TRAFFIC, AND HIGH DENSITY. THE MIDDEST WEATHER CREATES FOR HOT HUMID SUMMERS

AND HARSH, COLD, DRY WINTERS WITH LOTS OF SNOW. DURING THE SCHOOL YEAR, WINTER IS THE

MOST PROMINENT SEASON THAT DEALS WITH ISSUES REGARDING SNOW AND WIND. THESE EXTREME

TEMPERATURES EFFECT THE BUILDING MATERIALS AND FORM AS WELL AS THE SITE, ENTRANCES, AND

TRANSPORTATION. CLEARING ROADS AND SIDEWALKS FOR SAFE. 
THE DENSE NEIGHBORHOOD IS ADJACENT TO THE PARK, BUSINESS, AND SURROUNDING RESIDENTIAL

HOMES. TO THE WEST OF THE SCHOOL IS A CAMPUS OF HEALTHCARE FACILITIES AND LABORATORIES. 
THE THREE SURROUNDING SIDES ARE FILLED WITH SINGLE FAMILY, RESIDENTIAL HOMES. 

A STRONG SENSE OF SAFETY AND BELONGING IS PART OF WHAT

MAKES INDIVIDUALS ENTHUSIASTIC TO LEARN. CONNECTING

THE LOCAL ENVIRONMENT TO THE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

GIVES A SENSE OF PURPOSE AND CONTEXT. A STRONG

CONNECTION TO THE COMMUNITY AND WITHIN THE SCHOOL

ITSELF FOSTERS A BETTER GRASP OF MATERIAL AND

WILLINGNESS TO PARTICIPATE. 

1098 ANDERSON LANE

MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55407

FREE FLOWING AIR IS DISTRIBUTED THROUGHOUT

THE BUILDING AND MAINTAINS A FRESH AND

HEALTHY AIR EXCHANGE. ALLOWING OCCUPANTS

TO RECEIVE FRESH, OUTDOOR AIR IS

ENCOURAGED. INDOOR PLANTS ALSO WORK TO

MAINTAIN CLEAN AIR.

EDUCATION FOR THE BODY CONTINUES AS A

VITAL TOOL IN KEEPING INDIVIDUALS THROUGH-

OUT THEIR LIFESPAN HEALTHY. ON SITE ARE

GARDENS FOR THE COMMUNITY AND SCHOOL

TO GROW PRODUCE AND LEARN MORE ABOUT

HORTICULTURE. ANDERSEN MIDDLE SCHOOL IS

SET TO HAVE A FACS AND HEALTH CLASS

ADDED TO THE CURRICULUM. 

WITHIN THE SCHOOL BUILDING, SUBJECTS AND

ACTIVITY TYPES ARE CLUSTERED WITHING CLOSE

PROXIMITY TO ONE ANOTHER TO ALLOW FOR

INNER CONNECTION. CLOSE CONNECTIONS TO

INNER DISCIPLES ALSO SHORTENS DISTANCE

WHEN MOVING CLASSES THROUGHOUT THE

SCHOOL DAY. IN CONTRAST, THE SITE HAS PATH-

WAYS THAT WIND THROUGHOUT TO ENCOURAGE

ACTIVITY AND MOVEMENT.

CONNECTION TO THE HOSPITAL STUDENTS, 
STAFF, AND THE RESIDENTIAL COMMUNITY IS

FOSTERED THROUGH THE SHARED SITE TO THE

NORTH. AMENITIES SUCH AS GARDENS, A PARK, 
PATHWAYS, A BASEBALL, AND SOFTBALL FIELD

ARE AVAILABLE FOR ALL TO USE. 

BUSS DROP OFF

GREEN WALKWAYS

GREEN WALKWAYS

GREEN WALKWAYS

CAR DROP OFF

FIELDS

GARDEN

PARK

COMMUNITY

MOVEMENT

NOURISHMENT

WATER

AIR
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2nd Year
 Fall 2018     Spring 2019
  Cindy Urness     Milton Yergens
   Meditation Garden    Dwelling
   Boat House     Mixed Use

3rd Year
 Fall 2019     Spring 2020
  Bakr Ahmed     Regin Schwaen
   Sports Arena      Dwelling
   Resort       ND Capitol Building

4th Year
 Fall 2020     Spring 2021
  Amar Hussein     David Crutchfield
   High Rise      Marvin Dwelling
          Fargo Mixed Use

5th Year
 Fall 2021     Spring 2022
  Bakr Ahmed      Jenniffer Brandel
   Design by Sketching     Wellness in Education




